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Abstract

Abstract
This project report presents the work of creating a
kindergarten that promotes children’s learning and development. The process of learning is not limited to life as
a student, but lasts a lifetime. The skills and experiences
acquired early in life are governing for personal development and the architecture of the kindergarten must
support this. The design development originated in the
idea that spaces can and should affect behaviour, and
the space programming is therefore directly linked to the
intended use. The project seeks to solve a kindergarten
design that can frame the daily activities and functions
of a kindergarten with focus on learning through motion
and the stimulation of senses. The integrated design
process is utilized to navigate between architecture and
engineering. Sustainability, the energy frame and indoor
comfort have been the leading considerations along with
the architectural investigations in model, sketches and
visualisations.
The use of various zones and specific programming have
resulted in a kindergarten where the children can recognize the intended activities and use them to develop their
identity and learn about the world. The building meets
the requirements for the energy frame and provide a
good indoor comfort for the users, while also teaching
the children about sustainability through a connection to
natural resources.
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Reader's guide

Form
The project is divided into eight chapters: Approach, Site,
Case Studies, Design Manual, Presentation, Design Process, Epilogue and Appendix. Each chapter has a colour
code to make navigation in the report easy.
Referencing
Referencing for literature, online sources and illustrations
are carried out in accordance to the Harvard referencing
system guide available through Anglia Ruskin University
[Anglia Ruskin University, n.d.], recommended by the
Architecture & Design Study Board, Aalborg University.
Knowlegde acquired as part of the bachelor education
and curriculum at Architecture & Design and the master
programme and curriculum at Architecture & Design,
Architecture, forms the basis for this project report along
with the referenced literature.
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Introduction

This Master Thesis presents the design of a kindergarten with focus on children's potential for development. The idea of the project is to create architecture to accommodate
children's scale and their point of view. The goal is to create a space where children can
develop their identities and learn - about the world, themselves and each other.
The kindergarten design has its origin in the concept that children learn best in spaces
that promote a certain activity. These spaces consists of colours, programmed activities
and motion and noise levels - that work together to enable the children to "read" the
space - and adjust their behaviour accordingly.
The technical focus of the design is sustainability related to the energy frame and indoor
climate - thermal comfort and indoor environment. These focuses will be included as a
drive for the development of the design and used to access qualities and challenges.
Sustainability will also be included in the activities the kindergarten is designed for - to
teach the children about the world through food production and preparation, rain water
recycling and to establish a connection between them and nature through outdoor
activities and studies.

Ill. 001 View of the site
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Approach

In this chapter we will describe our motivation for working with the design of a kindergarten and learning. We will elaborate on the methodological approach we will use
throughout the project to integrate architecture and engineering when developing the
design. Furthermore this chapter presents literature studies and theories about Learning
Architecture, Nordic architecture, The Human Scale, Sustainability and Energy
optimization conducted to acquire knowledge to frame the project work and formulate
its focus.

Motivation

Methodology

Learning Architecture
Nordic Architecture
The Human Scale
Sustainability
Energy optimization

Drive and idea

Navigate between engineering

Project frame and focus

and architecture
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Motivation

The process of learning is not limited to the years spend
as a student atttending an education, but lasts a lifetime,
however we believe that the skills and experiences
acquired early in life are governing for personal development. The focus of this master thesis will be to create the
architecture to support this.

Denmark is a knowledge society where kindergarten is
the beginning of a life of education for most children.
Today the modern society´s need for knowledge are supported by the government´s ambition that 95 % of young
people should complete at least one education (at secondary level) and 50 % should complete a higher education
in 2015, and these numbers are rising [Undervisningsministeriet, 2015].

Focus on Learning

Potentials of Architecture

Over the past years there has been an increased focus
on children’s development and learning, especially their
significance on later life. This focus is not limited to Denmark or the EU, but is an international tendency that will
sustain [BUPL, 2010]. On national and regional political
level in Denmark the ambitions for kindergartens as learning environment are rising. In the 1990’s the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
published two reports which stated that European children should focus on learning earlier in their lives if the
EU should be leading within education [BUPL, 2010].

The physical- and social learning environment is a considerable impact on children’s development and ability
to learn [Mortensen and Moser, 2009] – and we believe
that the design of a kindergarten should originate from
this notion. In that perspective corporeality should be
considered when designing, as children use their body
to learn about the world. Architecture should provide a
physical environment that enables children to experience
the world through motion and to manipulate (affect) their
surroundings to gain knowledge about it. Materiality and
organisation should stimulate and activate the senses,

Drive
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and motivate exploration and thereby understanding of
the physical environment [Mortensen and Moser, 2009].
A kindergarten designed within the context of the Nordic countries should promote the social unity approach
that is connected to the Nordic identity. The awareness of
resources and culture, and social inclusion is part of the
humanistic foundation which characterises both the educational system and the architectural tendencies [Kjeldsen and Schelde, 2012].
Idea
The design of a new kindergarten should facilitate the
increasing focus on children’s development and learning
by setting a physical frame that enables this.
The initiating problem/project idea of this project is to
create architecture that promotes movement and the
use of senses to enable children to experience the world
through their body. The architecture should also enable
social inclusion by securing space for extrovert/introvert
social environments.

Ill. 002 Graphic representation, child and nature on the site
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Methodology

Problem Based Learning
The basis for project work at Aalborg University is
Problem Based Learning, a method which correlates with
the project work one will encounter professionally after
finished education. Within each semester, the students
work as part of a group or team to solve a series of given
tasks which form the project. While working on the project
the students develop their competencies and are made
acquainted with the necessary tools and skills to solve the
various tasks and to work as part of a team [AAU, 2015].

connected to the design of buildings.” [Knudstrup, p. 1,
2004]. Architecture and Engineering must be equal parameters in the integrated design process and the simplified model (see. ill. 003) of the process contains components from both disciplines in its five phases.
The five phases have on overall chronological order; however, part of the learning process involves working back
and forward between them throughout the project – the
main loops are shown underneath the phases. In this project the main focus within engineering will be sustainable
design, focusing on the energy frame and indoor environment.

The Integrated Design Process
At Architecture & Design, Problem Based Learning is supplemented with the Integrated Design Process described
by Mary-Ann Knudstrup. The goal of the method is to secure that students navigate soundly between engineering
and architecture when developing a design [Knudstrup,
2004].
Knudstrup further describes the intention of the curriculum for MSc ARCH: “... to focus upon the ability to
integrate knowledge from engineering and architecture
in order to solve the often very complicated problems

10
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Problem formulation or project idea.
The first step of the project work is to formulate the project framing or the project idea. As master students we
must set the project frame ourselves by defining our
ambitions for the design - what we want to achieve and
bring to focus with the design. This is where Problem
Based Learning is included as we formulate the problem we will solve through the project, and the connected
tasks and challenges we will address through the design.

Analysis phase
The analysis phase consists of all the knowledge we need
to gather before starting the sketching phase.
Information about the site, surroundings, weather, accessibility, local development plans etc. are analysed, along
with building regulations and technical requirements
which needs to be integrated from the beginning of the
design. The technical considerations of this project will
focus on energy consumption and indoor environment.
A literature and theory study is conducted based on
selected key words from the project formulation and will
further frame the project and its focus. Relevant cases
are selected from the same key words and will be studied
to provide inspiration to the design. From a competition
brief we utilize room programme and functions chart,
which is then developed with the knowledge from the
analysis and literature studies regarding specific technical
demands or architectural ambition. Through this phase
the aim and the scope of this project will be speficied.

Sketching phase
Through the sketching phase different design solutions
are investigated through hand drawings, physical models
and 3D computer modelling, based on the acquired
knowledge from the analysis phase. The sketching phase
also includes hand calculations to test principles within
indoor environment, to enable optimizing of the building design. Alterations of form, programming, orientation and building envelope influence energy consumption - heating, cooling, ventilation and daylight, and we
must focus on how these alterations inspire each other.
This phase integrates knowledge from architecture and
engineering.

Problem/idea

Analysis

Synthesis

Presentation

Ill. 003 The integrated design proces by Knudstrup

and 3D modelling on computer and physical models.
The architectural and technical ambition for the design
is reached - for example the energy frame. One of the
main loops between the phases are between the sythesis
phase and the analysis phase. Going back and analyzing
futher helps the design move foreward.

Synthesis phase
The synthesis phase is the phase where the design finds
its final form and expression, and where the demands
and aims to the design are met. In this phase all the elements like architectural and functional qualities, and the
technical aspects from the sketching phase flow together
and form a synthesis. In this phase the final design adjustments are made based on more detailed simulations

Sketching

Presentation phase
The last phase in the Integrated Design Process is the
presentation phase; this is the final presentation of the
project, where all the qualities are shown and the aims
of the project is clearly pointed out and the fulfilment of
these are demonstrated.

The presentation includes documentation of the previous
phases, the process and a presentation of the final design
in diagrams, facades, plans, sections, details, visualizations and calculations [Knudstrup, 2004].
In this phase we must clearly demonstrate that we have
solved the problem formulated in the first phase of the
Integrated Design Process and in the Problem Based
Learning project we have worked with. In addition we
should reflect critically on both the design solution and
the project work process [Knudstrup, 2004] and [AAU,
2015].

Approach
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Learning Architecture

Reaching the whole learner
Children are greatly influenced by all the hours spend
outside their home in kindergarten and other institutions.
These have a significant effect on the children's future
learning, both academically and socially, in school and
through a lifetime. In the early years, a special effort can
make a difference that will affect children’s life [LUDVI,
n.d.].
Children learn in various ways, with different tools or
approaches, and the physical environment should be
developed to enable and promote this. Professor in
learning environment and how buildings affect the ability
to learn, Anne Taylor, makes a direct connection between
“designing the whole building” and “reaching the whole
learner” (ill. 004) with reference to the Vitruvian Triad. The
Vitruvian Triad consists of structure, function and aesthetics, which combine into architecture [Taylor, 2009]. Following the same logic, Taylor states that:
“The ideal educational environment is a carefully designed physical location composed of natural, built and
cultural parts that work together to accommodate active
learning across body, mind and spirit” [Taylor, p. 31, 2009].
As mentioned children (and adults) learn in multiple ways:
Through the mind by studying, developing and forming
various ideas, through the body with movement and the
use of our senses, and finally we also learn through our
spirit, feelings and values. The experiences we collect
develops our self-expression and identity.
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Reaching the Whole
Learner

Designing the
Whole Building
Firmitas

(Structure)

Mind (Cognitive learning)

Utilitas

(Function)

Spirit (Emotional learning)

Venusitas

Body (Physical

learning)

(Beauty)

Ill. 004 Reaching the whole learner, Taylor

Ill. 005 Body, mind and spirit

Body

Mind

A huge part of a children´s learning process takes place
through the body with the use of senses; hearing, seeing,
touching, smelling and tasting. And through movement
consisting of play and hand-eye coordination. Therefore
a kindergarten should include good conditions for the
use of senses and the positive stimulation of these by
focusing on the amount of daylight, room acoustics and a
tactile learning environment, where children can use their
body for learning and thereby add to their self-expression from experiences [Taylor, 2009] and [Mortensen and
Moser, 2009].

To support the mind in the physical environment flexibility
and adaptability is important - how spaces enable various
activities. Buildings present themselves through
materials, sound, sun, shadow and technology, all factors
that influence the mind in cognitive learning.
A well-conceived building secures psychological comfort
through natural daylight, colours and materials.
An aesthetic environment where senses are stimulated
positively provide inspiration for learning and creative
development [Taylor, 2009].

One of the most important factors creating good conditions for learning is the feeling of safety and comfort [Taylor, 2009]. This should be taking into consideration when
the physical needs and health- and safety standards and
regulations are implemented.

Spirit
Another dimension of learning is what Taylor calls
spirit. This includes a better self-understanding, creation
of identity, the opportunity to find strength and
weaknesses in oneself and develop respect for other
people [Taylor, 2009].

In- and outdoor spaces
Architecture for learning include environments of various
scales - the largest being the building as a whole and the
outdoor spaces. When working with an institution the
outdoor areas should be considered as part of the
design to create a prerequisite for optimized learning
along with the building's functions. The design should
integrate activities that can take place both in the indoor
and outdoor areas, which will allow for the opportunity to
spread the children all over the available areas. Arranging toilet and eating facilties outside make these areas
self-propelled and will relieve the building's indoor air
quality and acoustic environment which affect children’s
learning.
By incorporating wardrobes in close relation to outdoor
areas and covered outdoor spaces into the design, the
conditions for children development will be optimized in
relation to the play and learning as weather conditions
will not prevent the children from being outside [Energistyrelsen, 2014].
Organisations of children and facilities
The organization principle in insitutions has great influence on the physical environment and if it can be optimally utilized. It is important to have in mind that the organization of children, employees and activities affect the
everyday rhythm in kindergartens. The way
employees collaborate through function-based activities
and their ability to go into depth with special activities
creates framework for knowledge-based learning.

By working with function-based activities the employee
uses more time on something specific, which creating an
environment where employees and children's talent is
cultivated based on a common interest. A clear organization of the children and facilities makes it possible to
manage large institutions [Energistyrelsen, 2014].
Atmosphere and interior

Access and activities
Children are driven by curiosity and enthusiasm for what
they do. These two parameters are an important driving
force in relation to their development and learning. One
way to influence children's physical- and cognitive learning is to implement a wide variety of diverse spaces that
stimulate the children's senses.

The institution design should consider inspiring arrangements that will affect children's cognitive learning positively. The Danish Energy Agency or Energistyrelsen
describes four different approaches to working with atmosphere and interior arrangements to secure a
stimulating and interesting environment for the children:

Spaces that work with different manner of play, appealing
to different children and their individual needs should be
provided in the design. Creative activities should not
happen at the expense of more physical activities and vise
versa. An important parameter to have in mind for the
further work is that facilities with staff controlled access,
is not being used to the same extent as facilities where
children can walk to and forth [Energistyrelsen, 2014].

The uncoded institution is flexible and adaptable, but do
not provide special experiences within themselves. The
activities must provide the experience.

Summary

The slightly embossed institution is where the experience
is created through minor effects such as paint, furniture
and other identity-creating elements.
The particular institution creates space with experiences
throughout the entire building.
The special institution is where space is part of a larger
narrative and special arrangement is implemented to
create "wow" effect [Energistyrelsen, 2014].

For the design we will focus on developing architecture
that promotes children's learning through body, mind
and spirit, by designing for the children's needs. By incorporating different zones with vairous levels of activity
and sensuous impressions into the design, we make sure
to create architecture that meet the users' needs now and
in the future: the architecture should reflect the users and
their needs for development and learning. This will be
expressed through organization and atmospheres, inside
and outside. The treatment of safety and security in the
design is the key for children open up to development
and learning. It is therefore important that these parameters are incorporated.

Approach
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Nordic Architecture

The physical frame

Materiality and the senses

We believe that the development and learning of children
are greatly effected by their experiences of the world and
their immidiate surroundings. The architecture of a
kindergarten should therefore support this and be designed within the Nordic tradition, social and architectural.

This Nordic architecture uses geographical qualities in
new contexts and focuses on the buildings relation to the
nearby environment – the site, and the use of local
materials - rather than using original building styles or
customs. Materials such as brick, pine, concrete, glass
and steels or even vegetation are reinvented or
reimagined to continue the legacy of Aalto, Jacobsen,
Asplund and others, and points towards a new height in
today’s architecture [Kjeldsen and Schelde, 2012].

Culture and Identity
As part of the development of the modern nationalism,
the common Nordic became a significant part of the
national identity in each of the five Nordic countries, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. While not
identical, each of the Nordic countries value a humanistic
foundation and strong welfare system for health, education and culture [Den Store Danske, 2012].
This unity of social approach, along with resource and
culture awareness forms the basis for the modern architecture tendencies of the common Nordic: The Nordic
Way. This became the subject for the 2012 exhibiton at
Louisiana entitled New Nordic - Architecture and Identity,
and the book by the same title, investigating contemporary architecture associated with the identity and culture
of the Nordic countries [Kjeldsen and Schelde, 2012].
An example of The Nordic Way is the common ideology or approach of the Nordic architects, including danish
Steen Eiler Rasmussen and Jan Gehl, that architecture
must include all social groups instead of underlining
barriers or privilege [Forster, 2012].

The danish/icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson reimagines
these materials in his architectural works and achieves
a character of phenomenon and element. Thereby he
awakens our curiosity and awareness of our perceptions.
Eliasson’s contribution to the Aros Art Meseum in Aarhus,
Your Rainbow Panorama, allows visitors to experience the
city from above, 360 degrees and through a filter of rainbow colored glass in the circular corridor located above
the museum. The filter becomes significant with the color
saturation, the opportunity to look through two or three
color layers when spectating others or the horisont across
the circle, and with the reflected light merging multiple
colors on floor and ceiling.
When describing the concept of perceiving, spectator,
observer or audience are often used about the person experiencing, though these words only relate to perceiving
through one of our senses. Eliasson’s use of materials are
examples of art and architecture that establish man as the
experiencer, using all senses to perceive the surrounding
phenomenon and element [Forster, 2012].
In his book The Eyes of the Skin - Architecture and the
Senses, Finnish Architect Juhani Pallasmaa raises critical
arguments towards primarely using the visual sense when
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designing architecture and thereby neglecting the other
senses. The texts focuses on the qualities of hearing and
touch, as well as sight to perceive the world. He compares the qualities of the sense of hearing with the sense
of sight:
“I regard an object, but sound approaches me; the eye
reaches, but the ear receives. Buildings do not react to
out gaze, but they do return our sounds back to our ears”
[Pallasmaa, p. 53, 2014].
Pallasmaa describes architecture as the platform from
which we experience the world and draws a direct connecting between architecture - the senses - and our
self-identity [Pallasmaa, 2014].
Landscape
The relation between architecture and landscape is
essential for the nordic building traditions. The architecture often takes its form from the surrounding context or
works to emphasize it. The qualities of the landscape are
extended into the building and the meeting between the
two becomes part of the overall architectural expression
[Kjeldsen and Schelde, 2012].
The temporary installation Riverbed at Louisiana Art
Museum reinvestigates the meeting between Architecture and Landscape and the connection to the human
scale. Here the landscape is constructed within the building, rather then the building being constructed in or on
top of the landscape. The openings between the different
spaces are partly filled, obstructing the line of sight and
free movement - forcing the visitors to move differently.

Light
Nordic architecture is often associated with the unique
light of the Nordic countries, and the manner in which the
architecture address this light. The light of the north is
characterised by its low angle - almost horisontal in
winter, and by the diffusion occuring when it passes
frequent clouds and watery air. The light entering a building is often reflected by water or snow on the ground,
or diffused by the weather. Henry Plummer describes this
light as a “muted glow” in his book Nordic Light [Plummer, p. 6, 2012].

Ill. 006 Your Rainbow Panorama by Eliasson address the sense of sight

Ill. 008 Riverbed by Eliasson is an outdoor landscape created inside the
museum.

The weather conditions of the Nordic countries serve as
the first filter of the light and the architecture as the second: diffusing, intensifying, scattering, dividing or dimming it to promote materiality and form. [Plummer, 2012].
Light is not only a phenomenon that affects the visual
sense. When light reaches our skin we fell a comforting
warmt and even with our eyes closed a ray of daylight is
invigorating and positively affects our mood and health
[Pallasmaa, 2014].
Summary

Ill. 007 Sketch of Your Rainbow Panorama by Eliasson

Ill. 009 The natural and built environments cast different shadows on the
museum floor.

In our project we will focus on developing architecture
that promotes social inclusion, resource and culturel
awareness by designing in relation to the context of the
site, geographical and cultural. By utilizing the geographical and cultural qualities we seek to create architecture that accommodates the users now and in the future.
The architecture should be designed by and for all senses to secure a platform for experience and identity. The
treatment of light will be a key to promote materiality and
the sensory experience of the building, as well as secure
comfort of the users.

Approach
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The Human Scale
Human measures
Anthropometric from Greek anthropos “human” and
metron “measure” relates to the study of measurement
of the human body: its dimensions. The study relates
both to the differences between individuals, races, genders, ages etc. and to the common measures used when
creating design that puts humans in centre [ordbogen.
dk, 2017].
Designing for a user population
The intended users of the design are referred to as the
user population. For a kindergarten, the intended users
fall into two main populations: adults and children age
3-6. When designing, it is important to design for a range
of measurements, for example the height of the users
between the 5th and 95th percentile, rather than the average or the 50th percentile. The risk when designing from
a single set of dimensions rather than a range is that only
a small part of the user population and not the majority
can utilize the design as intended [NASA, 2008].
Our challenge when designing for the user population
consisting of children, is that their dimensions change
over the years they are the intended users, and the user
group is completely replaced every fourth year.
Another challenge is that the two user populations; adults
and children, have significantly different dimension
ranges. This could be utilized when designing, as their
intended use of the building is also different. There are
three methods for a design to accommodate the users.
Single size for all. It is possible for a single size to fit the
entire user population, for example a switch located within the reach of the smallest person. This may not be a sustainable solution for our design, as one user population is
often replaced. With the difference between the two user
populations, within reach of the smallest person, may be
out of reach for the tallest.

16
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Adjustments. This will enable both the user populations
and the individuals within each population to adjust the
design to their specific dimensions. A common used
design adjustments is for example seating height (and
angle). It may not be possible or desirable to allow for
design adjustments that accommodate both user populations, as the design will be altered quite a lot.
Adjustments to accommodate one user population can
easily be applied.
Several sizes. Using several sizes of the design the two
user populations can be accommodated for their full
range. While this is an applicable tool for designing, it is
also very costly, as it requires many versions of the same
design [NASA, 2008]. Within architecture it can only be
applied very limited.
Scale
In Francis D. K. Ching’s book Design Drawing he compares the scale of a child with an adult. An adult can be
divided into seven or eight equal parts, where the head
occupies 1/7th or 1/8th of the full height. The height of a
child in kindergarten is equal to about four of these (90115 cm) at ages 3-6. For children the head occupies 1/5th
of their full height. Eye level is centeret in the head for
both [Ching, 1998]. The illustrations present the scales
and measurements of an adult and a child of 4.5 years.
Assuming that the portrayed adult is about 180 centimeters and the applied division is seven equal parts, each
part is about 25-26 centimeters. The reach of this person
is shoulder height + arms length (6 parts + 3 parts = 225
cm). The ideal seating height is equal to that of the knee,
a little less than 2 parts ≈ 45 cm. Line of sight is about 162
cm. For a child of 100 cm, the reach is shoulder height +
arms lenght (4 parts of 20 cm + 2 parts = 120 cm). The
ideal seating height is equal to that of the knee, closer
to 1.5 parts at the child's scale ≈ 30 cm. Line of sight is
about 90 cm.

Designing for children's scale
In an article published by BUPL in january 2017, the
focus is how to create spaces for children's scale wihtin
an building designed to accommodate the scale of the
adults. The articles offers advice on how to approah these
spaces.
- Create multiple rooms or zones within a room, especially larger rooms, to accommodate multiple activites/
plays involving fewer children.
- Create spaces for specific activities to accommodate
these.
- Create spaces from the child's point of view: think what
the child sees, reaches, and how their scale is used in a
room.
[BUPL, 2017]
Summary
In the design development we will focus on creating architecture that accommodates both children and adults
by utilizing their differences in scale and the difference
in their use of the building. We will focus on creating a
building that can accommodate both, while creating
some interior solutions and arrangements that favours
one to allow for more specialized use in some zones.

Ill. 010 Sketch of scale adult and child standing

Ill. 011 Sketch of scale adult and child seated

Ill. 012 The adult meets the child at equal eye level

Approach
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Sustainability

Introduction to sustainability

Social

Sustainability is a term that ranges widely and is used
daily by media to describe society and the future. While
the term is most often used in relation to environmental sustainability, it also deals with economic and social
sustainability. Within architecture all three sub categories
should be taken into account when designing [Larsen,
2013].

Social sustainability focuses on people and the creation
of a sustainable society. In relation to architecture, social
sustainability is about ensuring a diverse and safe environment where the user's well-being and satisfaction are
in focus. The connection between the physical surroundings and the social environment is in focus when designing an institution: the buildings layout and materials have
influence on behavior and use of the building. The
following points should be accommodated in the design
to fulfill social sustainability:

The main technical focus for this project is sustainability
– therefore it is important to elaborate the significance of
the term for this context. The Danish understanding of
the term sustainability is attached to the Brundtland report Our Common Future from 1987 that was presented
by The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). The report deals with the topic of sustainability and how it relates to our living conditions and that
of the next generations [Kongebro, 2012a].

1.

Satisfaction of human needs

2.

Fulfillment of the normative claims of social
justice, human dignity and participation.

Economic

Ill. 013 Teaching children about food production
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Approach

Economic sustainability in relation to architecture focuses on the cost of buildings, which includes construction,

maintenance/operation and demolishing. Energy consumption in operation is a large part of the economy of a
building, and should therefore be considered in the design [Larsen, 2013].

building sector and related activities are responsible for
approximately 40 % of the total energy consumption in
Denmark. Design solutions that reduce energy consumption in the building sector is therefore important if the
2050 target ambition should be reached [Larsen, 2013].

Environmental Sustainability
A viable natural environment

Environmental
Environmental sustainability deals with the consequences
and impact society has on the environment. Activities related to construction and use of buildings is responsible
for much of the impact the environment suffers. This includes production and transportation of materials, operation of the building: heating, cooling, ventilating, etc. and
demolition. Emission of gasses to the air and pollution to
soil and water are some of the consequences architects
and engineers are working on minimizing through better
design and processes [Larsen, 2013].
National and European (EU) goals for climate and environment is to be independent of fossile fuels by 2050. This
means a significant improvement of energy efficiency and
an increasing renewable energy production. The Danish

Summary
Within sustainability we will focus mainly on social and
environmental sustainability, but also economic in relation to energy consumption by building operation. When
working with a kindergarten where users have specific requirements for play and learning, it is important to focus
on design, material use and that there is a diverse and
safe environment where children thrive and are satisfied.
It is also an ambition that the building design should
teach and promote environmental and social sustainability to the children by incorperating nature and outdoor
activities and promote social interaction through
activities.

Sustainable natural
and built
environment

Sustainable economic
development

Sustainable
Development

Economic Sustainability

Social Sustainability
Nurturing community

Equitable social
environment

Sufficient economi

Ill. 014 Sustainable development
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Energy optimization

Produce

Optimize

Reduce

Ill. 015 Energy optimization approach

Energy Design approach
As stated in the sustainability section, the focus on energy
consumption is important for the economic and environmental sustainability of the design. In the book Design
med viden published by Henning Larsen Architects, it is
stated that much of the energy consumption of a building
is locked into the design and therefore, it is necessary to
work with knowledge early in the creative process. The
conditions and framework for the buildings energy potential is set in the beginning of the design, and knowledge of how architecture is related to energy potential
should be applied throughout the design process. If this
knowledge is not applied early in the design process, the
opportunities for energy reduction is limited.
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Approach

The practical approach to energy optimization is presented in the book as a pyramid. The foundation of the pyramid is reduction through good design. This level is the
largest, and the other two levels rests on top of it,
implying that this is how to begin the optimization and it
is of great importance for the use of the remaining two.
Reduction through good design is effective throughout
the whole life of the building, because these considerations create the building. For some buildings reduction of
energy consumption through design will bring the building very close to the desired energy frame.
The next level in the pyramid is optimization through
technical solutions. This levels goes deeper into the detailing of the design solutions, but is often more costly
than designing for reduction. Reduction and Optimization are the two opportunities within passive strategies to
affect the energy consumption of the building.
The third and top layer of the pyramid is Production
through integrated renewable energy sources and is the
only remaining opportunity to meet the energy frame if
this is not possible through the passive strategies. This
is often considered late in the design of a building, but
can effectively be implemented in the design early, as the
energy frames are becoming narrower and more
difficult to reach without production of energy. Production
through integrated renewable energy sources lies within
the active strategies to balance the buildings energy use.
Active strategies are often expensive and have a shorter
life span then the rest of the building [Kongebro, 2012a].

Passive energy strategies
Passive energy strategies should be considered early and
inspire the design of the building. Passive strategies to
help reduce the energy demand include: building shape
and orientation, passive heating and passive cooling, and
utilization of daylight. The passive strategies utilize the
natural conditions on the site such as sun and wind to improve the buildings indoor climate and thermal comfort.
These are important factor for the comfort and well-being
of the users and thereby also related to social
sustainability.
Building shape and orientation
The geometry and orientation of the building greatly affect the potentials to utilize passive heating and cooling,
as well as daylight. The building’s orientation compared
to the sun path and the surrounding buildings and the
building’s geometry; compactness, room height and
depth has a significant influence on the total energy demand. If this knowledge is implemented in the design,
the energy demand can be reduced [Kongebro, 2012a].
Passive heating
Passive heating is achieved by utilizing solar radiation.
The properties of the building’s materials influence the
potentials of obtaining heat from solar radiation. Window

size, placement and glazing as well as shading should be
considered to allow for the correct amount of radiation
passing through.
Thermal insulation and thermal mass are controlling for
the amount of heat retained within the building. Heat
from solar gains can be retained in the thermal mass of
the building’s materials, and when the outside temperature drops, be released. Thermal insulation will retain
the heat within the building. The use of passive heating
comes with the risk of overheating and this should be
carefully considered when designing, as it results in a bad
indoor environment or a need for cooling [Yourhome,
2013].
Passive cooling
Passive cooling can also be provided by utilizing the
building’s thermal mass. Thermal masses will absorb thermal energy when the temperatures of the surroundings
are higher and release thermal energy when the temperatures of the surroundings are lower. Effectively the building will absorb some of the heat during the day time and
releasing it at night, thereby adjusting for the difference
between indoor and outdoor temperature. Passive
cooling can also be provided through natural ventilation.
Here the buildings orientation to the direction of wind
can be a factor. Thermal buoyancy and wind can be utilized to ventilate the building [Autodesk Sustainability
Workshop, n.d.].

Daylight
Daylight is an important resource when designing energy
efficient buildings, as sunlight can be used to illuminate
the building. The use of daylight is an effective mean to
decrease the energy demand and is also very important
for the comfort of the users.
Active energy strategies
While active energy strategies are often implemented
late in the design to accommodate the energy consumption and reach the energy frame through a balance, it can
effectively be considered early in the design, especially if
the ambitions for the energy frame is high. Active energy strategies are implemented to produce energy or improve the indoor environment of the building [Kongebro,
2012a].

Ill. 016 Passive and active strategies

HVAC system

Solar panels and thermal collectors

An example of technology to improve the indoor environment could be a HVAC system (heating, ventilation and
air controlling). The system is an air-controlling system
that provides a good thermal comfort, often separated
from the outdoor conditions: temperature and wind. The
system filters pollution, secures air change and heat/cools
the air to the desired indoor temperature [FSEC, n.d.].

Solar panels produce electricity from the sun and is also
referred to as photovoltaics (PV's). The energy produced
can be used immediately, stored in a battery or in some
cases delivered to the energy grid. Thermal collectors
collect heat from the sun by absorbing solar radiation
through a liquid inside the panels. The liquid is then
used to heat water for domestic use or for room heating
[Kongebro, 2012a].

Approach
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Ill. 017 View uphill towards north
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Site

In this chapter we will investigate the potentials and challenges of the area. Studies of
development plans and municipality growth strategies, and analyses related to functions, infrastructure, building typologies, topography and climate are conducted. These
studies will provide the basis for designing a building that address the challenges of the
site and utilize the potentials.

Site
Development plans

Urban and rural qualities

Infrastructure
Functions
Bulding typologies

Topography
Microclimate

Challenges and potentials

The future of the area
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The Site

Choice of Site
The site for the kindergarten was chosen for its relation
to a new residential neighbourhood in the suburbs of
Aalborg. The residential neighbourhood consists mainly
of large single-family homes and the area have very little
social or activity-based offers. The kindergarten will give
identity to the area and provide a place for interaction,
both between the children and between the parents.
The site is located on the edge of the new suburban area
and is thereby close to the qualities of the urban areas
towards Aalborg and close to the qualities of rural areas
of Indkildedalen.
Urban Qualities
- Access to public transport
- Close to city centre
- Social/activity based offers
Rural Qualities
- Close to nature
- Better access to daylight
- Quiet pace/tranquility
Ill. 018 View north west cornor towards south east
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Site

Ill. 019 Site location Aalborg, Denmark

An Area in Development

Development plan
In 2006 development plan 08-065 for the residential area
south of Zeusvej was approved – and with it 240 new
housing units, mostly single-family houses on individual
plots. In total 450 housing units are approved to be built in
the area and another 1.000 by the University Campus. The
development plan predicts the need for a primary school
in proximity to the University and Hospital, and suggest
the utilisation of one plot within the development plan’s
area for a children’s institution [Aalborg Kommune, 2006].

08-063

4-4-

Gug

4-4
08-065

4-3-104

Site

4-3-104

The growth axis
Ill. 020 Site location Gug, Denmark

Location
Gug is a large suburban city within Aalborg municipality
and is located just south-east of the centre of Aalborg in
close proximity to Aalborg east, Aalborg University Campus and the new Aalborg University Hospital. A series of
new development plans has been approved within the
last few years to extent the city towards the south east,
connecting it to the University Campus [Aalborg Kommune, 2017]. See ill. 021.

The municipality has defined a series of focal points for
the development of Vækstaksen, an area spanning from
the airport in the north, through the city centre and the
site, to the east harbour. The growth axis must promote
the essential qualities: mixed urban functions and multiplicity, where public institutions support the urban density
and local environments should have a strong identity and
character. The site is located in one of three hillside settlements within the growth axis, and should focus on their
unique qualities: view, light and air, as well as emphasize
the landscape and allow for nature [Aalborg Kommune,
2013].

08-065

Indkildedalen
Ill. 021 Site, development plans for new neighbourhoods

Open-low, up to 2 floors
Dense-low, up to 3 floors
Site
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Infrastructure

Overview
At the end of 2017 the new main road Egnsplanvej
between Gug and Gistrup will open. The road will provide a fast connection between the motorway E45 and
the new University Hospital. Zeusvej will be extended
from north to Egnsplanvej, connecting the neighbourhood in the North and the site to the new infrastructure.
Tritonvej will be extended with a bus gate towards the
northern part of Zeusvej to allow for public transport [Aalborg Kommune, 2006].
A trafic count from 2015 reveals an annual daily trafic of
4.077 vehicles on Sønder Tranders vej (by the orange dot)
and an average speed 12.8 % above the limit [Sørensen,
2016].
Moving the heavy trafic to Egnsplanvej should reduce the
trafic noise on the site about 3 dB as the distance from
the source more than doubles [Vejdirektoratet, 2012].
Currently the noise is experienced as significant but not
at alarming levels.

Aalborg
University
Campus

nve
j

Zeusvej

Trit
o

Gug &
Aalborg

Site

(o
lanvej
Egnsp

E45 Motorway
North & south

Ill. 022 The new areas (in white) are supported by a new infrastructure
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Zoom
The site is located in a suburb, where the trafic is less
heavy. Towards west, the site is adjoining Kong Minos
vej, which is currently the only access way to and from
the site. Kong Minos vej connects the site with Zeusvej
to the main road Sønder Tranders vej: connecting the
suburb with the University and the future University
Hospital in Aalborg east.
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Public transportation in the area is limited to two bus
stops a few minutes walk from the site. The network of
bicycle lanes in Aalborg and the suburbs is highly developed, which makes the transit from Aalborg centrum
to the site easy. The parking facilities in close proximity
to the site are limited to a few by the residential plots,
and should therefore be an integrated part of the new
design solution to accomodate staff and parents using
the kindergaten.
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Ill. 023 Zoom infrastructure
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Functions

Functions
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Ill. 024 Functions

Site

Residential area under construction

ng
Ko

Diversity within the area is disired to secure the future
development and attraction of new residents. Residential
areas in Aalborg containing only one housing type and
very little businesses and recreational areas experience
less progress and suffer a poor development.
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Tritonvej
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The site is located at the edge of a residential area with
dwellings on the one site and fields on the other site. The
development of the residential area is in progress and in
the future years all the highlighted plots will be developed with mostly private housing: single family homes
and row houses. Some small businesses are allowed
along with institutions.
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Kassandravej

Through the analysis phase, investigations have been
made of the surrounding functions to get an overview
over the functions near the site and the ones there are
present in the vicinity. This working method is a simple
and clear way to understand the area and which functions
there that may affect the design.

Typologies

Typologies
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On the site the development plan suggests two or three
storey buildings of a maximum of 9 metres and a
connected building mass. As the site is located down hill
from the nearest housing units of 1-1½ floors a building
mass of up to 9 metres will not be to dominant, however,
one large building mass may appear so. This should be
considered when developing the design.

sve
j

Kassandravej

The site is located in a new residential area consisting of
both open-low and dense-low typologies. Since the site
is located between these relative low building typologies
of 1-3 floors the area is quite uniform.
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Localplan 4-3-104
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Ill. 025 Typologies
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Sections

Site

Public
trail

Ill. 026 Section AA

0m

Ikarosvej

50 m

Site

Public trail
Ill. 027 Section BB

0m

50 m
A

Sections
The landscape in the area close to the site is characterized by its variating terrain. The elevation of the site is
highest at the Northeastern corner and slopes down towards south. The dimension of the site is 84 meter long
with varying inclination and a width around 60 meters.
(see ill. 026 and 027)
In addition to the slope from Northeastern to south the
site is also undulating longitudinal as seen on the ill. 027.

B

B

Ill. 028 Plan
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Ill. 029 Solar angles solstice and equinox

Ill. 030 Solar angles summer solstice 21. june

Ill. 031 Mean winds on site June

Microclimate on site

glare. Therefore, it is important to consider the position
of the sun throughout the year in relation to the site, and
to consider the potentials for shading on the site. These
investigations are utilized to place the building on the
site, to arrange functions after their need of daylight and
shade in relation to their expected use periods [Bejder et
al., 2014].

uphill. These dense paved and built areas may not allow
for rainwater to drain fast enough in peek periods, and
this could cause issues with overflow moving downhill towards the site. These problems should be considered in
the further work.

The microclimate of the site provides qualities and challenges for the design of the kindergarten that are investigated. The microclimate is related to the goal of achieving a zero-energy building, as passive means, for instance utilization of sun, wind and shade, are important
for the design. While it is important to design for the
conditions throughout the year, some periods may be interesting to investigate further. As many kindergarten are
closed or have a limited amount of users in the summer,
we will investigate for the conditions in June, where the
solar gains are high, the building is still in full use and the
needs for natural ventilation is greatest.
The potentials for utilizing solar radiation for passive
heating is decreasing as the insulation properties of the
building envelopes are becoming better [Energitjenesten, n.d]. However, there is still a potential to use solar
radiation as passive heating. When working with daylight conditions and passive solar heating, it is important
to create a balance between the two, as solar radiation
can lead to the risk of overheating, while natural daylight
within the building should be sufficient without risking

The wind conditions on the site are also important to investigate to understand the conditions for utilizing natural ventilation in the summer months. The site is located in an open area with little shade. Within a few years
neighbouring buildings and recent planted trees will
provide shade. The site in encircled by deciduous trees
that will grow to shelter from sun and wind, mainly in the
summer months.
Precipitation is another factor to consider when designing
a zero-energy building. The climate by the site is relative
mild throughout the year, and the precipitation mainly
falls as rain. In some periods during winter the precipitation may fall as snow. Fall and spring are the periods with
most precipitation and therefore also a risk of overflow.
The site is located on a hillside with a neighbourhood

The precipitation can be utilized as passive cooling and
help to balance the temperature in the building. Besides
creating balance the precipitation can also be used for
flushing toilets and watering. This can be used to reduce
the energy consumption and fresh water use in the building.
Summary
In the development of the design we will focus on how
the sun affects the thermal comfort in terms of achieving
good indoor air quality that meets the users needs.
Wind and precipitation will also be some factors we will
adress in the design process. Will we utilize Bsim and
Be15 to test how the microclimate affects the design and
how it can be utilized to improve indoor environment and
energy consumption.

Ill. 023 Zoom infrastructure

Site
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Case Studies

In this chapter, inspiration and knowledge is obtained through two case studies, each
with focus on key aspects derived from the literature studies to investigate these cases.
The case studies will help reveal some elements that holds potential for our design and
should be included in the design parameters and explored further as part of the design
process.

Paletten
Architects: Cebra

Frederiksbjerg School
Architects: Henning Larsen

Room distribution

Interior

Facade solutions

Ill. 032 Frederiksbjerg School, Studie areas substitute class rooms
and creates an open learning environment across ages and groups
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Case: Paletten Kindergarten
Architect: CEBRA
Location: Vonsild
Year: 2009 – 2010
Capacity: 84 children age 3-6 (+24 age 0-3)
Our focus point: Room distribution and facade
solutions

Ill. 033 Paletten recessed entrance
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Case studies

Ill. 034 Paletten, Vonsild. Plan organization analysis

The basis for our choice of Paletten in Vonsild as a case
study is their idea to divide the institutions functions up
into different spaces for learning. This case is a good
example of how one could create different learning environments and a space in center that connects these and
becomes the kindergarten’s “heart”.
The kindergarten is designed as a palette of five different
units. Each unit has its own specific identity, and together
they form a coherent sequence of different areas, which
include functions such as day care center, staff area, group
rooms, kitchen and dining area. The wardrobe, music and
playground area, are a part of the building’s central area.
These functions are placed in between the other five units
to merge the five identities together to one synergy. Four
out of five units are equipped with a distribution area
there are connected to the heart, the center space. This
relatively large communal space in between the five units
is the gathering point of the kindergarten and forms a
natural center for flow, which allows continuous circulation throughout the building. (See ill. 034)

Ill. 035 Paletten, Vonsild. Curtain walls are recessed for shade.

This kind of approach support the theory about creating
different zones where the levels of activity are based on
the children´s needs. As mentioned before the children
learn in different ways, which Paletten in Vonsild emphasize in the use of the different units to support activity and
learning.
The buildings vertical envelope consists of outer walls
with an organic perimetre reflecting the dynamic of the
interior life. Inside the walls follow a familiar logic with
perpendicular organization. (See ill. 036)
The building as a whole consists of various expressions.
The roof is a series of asymmetric prismatic skylights with
multiple colors, that add a playfull chaos to the exterior.
The windows are all rectangular in shape but their location height varies along the facade add dynamic. (See ill.
035)

Ill. 036 Paletten, Vonsild. Plan organization.

Case studies
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Case: Frederiksbjerg school
and kindergarten
Architect: Henning Larsen Architects
Location: Aarhus
Year: 2014-2016
Capacity: 55 children age 3-6
Our focus point: Interior

Ill. 037 Frederiksbjerg recessed entrance
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Case studies

Ill. 038 Students using the architecture as furniture and utilize natural
daylight

The interior design of Frederiksbjerg school is interesting to investigate as a case. The idea behind the design
is that movement is essential for learning and that within
the school it is impossible not to move and utilize the
body. The central staircase is designed to be a climbing
wall, allowing for everyday movement between floors to
become play and exercise, and also providing an alternative to the outdoor facilities when it’s cold and raining.
The window in hall ways and class rooms are located a
various height making them attractive to use as furniture
and small study cubicles where the daylight is optimal
and the space is more intimate. By having windows that
match the eye level of everyone in the building, the
visual connection to the outside is strengthened. This
also applies to the outdoor playing facilities located on
the roofs. By having outdoor areas in connection to all
the floors, the motivation to go outside is heightened,
especially in a brief recess. The materials are selected
with focus on the senses and movement to provide a
basis for learning. Administration is located easy accessible at the ground and first floor along with common
facilities; kitchen for teaching, atrium for gathering and
a central plaza.

Ill. 039 Frederikbjerg school. Learning situation

Ill. 041 Frederikbjerg Kindergarten. Plan sketch

Ill. 040 Frederikbjerg school. Central distribution between floors

Ill. 042 Frederiksbjerg school. Activities in distribution areas

As mentioned both daylight and movement is important
factors for optimal learning, and by investigating the
solutions presented at Frederiksbjerg school, an understanding of how this can be approached and implemented is reached. When working with small children, the interior of the building should accommodate their needs
and their scale, to secure their development and learning, and provide a good indoor environment for them.
An important focus is to design interior organization and
functions that can provide a good everyday environment
for both the children and the adults, and for them
seperately.

Case studies
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Design manual

In this chapter we will look further into the parameters and focus forming the design.
Three focal points are elaborated in principle and with references to clearify their importance and how they can be considered. All three focal points relate to the indoor climate
and energy use of the building, and their coherence will be further investigated in the
design proces.

Shading
Daylight
Solar cells

Users
Room program
Colours

Sustainable design

Focus of the project
Design parameters

The whole building for the
whole user

Ill. 043 Collage
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Shading
In order to reach the energy requirements of a zero energy institution, it is important to implement passive strategies to reduce energy consumption. One of the essential
passive strategies in this project is to implement solar
shading to avoid overheating in the building and secure
the thermal comfort.
A parameter for good design is sufficient daylight in the
building. In certain seasons of the year, there will be too
much solar radiation reaching the building, which can result in overheating and the risk of glare.
To avoid overheating within the building it is necessary to
include sun shading into the design as integrated interior
or exterior solutions. Internal shading systems work mostly to prevent glare and adjust daylight, as the solar gains
have already passes the building envelope and resulted
in higher temperatures inside the building. Exterior shading in the form of integrated solutions or planting (seasonal) is effective against overheating. By using exterior
shading the solar radiation is blocked before the building
envelope and the contribution to internal heat will be reduced. According to Johannes Jensen and Steffen
Petersen, lectures at the University of Aarhus, the exterior
solar shading is crucial for obtaining the requirements for
the thermal indoor climate in BK2020, if good daylight
conditions inside the building should also be achieved
[Jensen and Petersen, 2013].

•

The use of deciduous trees can be used actively as shading in summer while solar radiation can penetrate
into the building in winter where solar gain and light is needed

Design principles horizontal overhang
•

Reduce the daylight in the building in periods of the summer.

•

Possibility of covered outdoor space - extends use period.

•

Does not shield against the low spring, autumn and winter sun

•

Shield against the midday sun in summer

•

Can be incorporated as a whole (aesthetic architectural solution)

•

No effect against summer low morning- /afternoon sun. (Risk of overheating through large windows, ill. 045)

By incorporating various types of integrated solutions,
exterior and interior solar protection into the design a
good indoor climate can be ensured and the energy
requirements for cooling minimized.

Design principles exterior sun shading

Be aware of:

•

Reduce solar gains with approximately 70-90 %, (Interior: 10-20 %) [SBI, 2002]

•
•

•

The use of slats retains partial view, while solar radiation is reduced. (ill. 046)

•

The use of external blinds retains partial view, while solar radiation is reduced. (ill. 046)

•

Implementation of the sunshade maintains visibility but the solar radiation is reduced (ill. 046)

•

Using exterior solar shading there should be thought of maintenance costs.

•

Risk of defective.

•
•
•
•
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Design principles planting

The distribution of the room
Views inside and outside (increases the
opportunities for learning and motivation)
Façade expression (integrated or not)
Overheating and glare
Control - manual or automatic
Effect on the daylight factor in rooms

Design manual

Principles
Summer

References
Spring / Fall

Winter

Ill. 044 The solar angle and seasonal vegatational variations

Ill. 048 Planting, Louisiana. The deciduous trees provide shade for the
glass hallway in summer

Ill. 045 Overhang and window frame limit solar gains

Ill. 049 Horizontal overhang, Children's House. The horizontal overhang
provides shade when the solar angle is highest.

Ill. 046 Horizontal sections external shading systems

Ill. 047 Horizontal sections internal shading systems

Ill. 050 External shades, University Library, Utrecht. The external shades
can open up to allow for more daylight and solar gains when needed.
Design manual
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Daylight
To maintain a good indoor environment where conditions
for learning and work is optimal, daylight should be considered in the design. Daylight helps to increase concentration, which is essential for children to learn.
The building design should work to regulate direct sunlight and passive heat to secure a good indoor comfort
and affect the energy consumption.
Daylight is an important resource when designing energy
efficient buildings, as sunlight can be used to illuminate
the building. The use of daylight is an effective mean to
decrease the energy consumption and it is also important
for users comfort [Kongebro, 2012a].
When working in the Nordic countries, it is also important to have the Nordic light in mind when designing.
The light in the Nordic countries is particularly known for
its low angle in winter months, which affects the daylight
factor in the building. The daylight is also essential for
our perception of space as varying spatial experiences
change with the seasons.
Daylight has an impact on our well-being and our physical
and mental behavior. When working with a kindergarten
where learning is in focus, these parameters are paramount. Daylight helps to counteract stress and depression and increase motivation [Kongebro, 2012b].
Additionally, the daylight is an important resource in
terms of lighting and passive solar heating. The use of
natural daylight reduces electric lighting in buildings and
passive solar heating reduces the use of other heat
sources. Both factors help to reduce energy consumption.
Besides the physical framework daylight must meet the
minimum requirements of the building regulations of a
daylight factor of at least 2%.
Daylight consists of three light contributions: Direct sunlight that has an intense strength that can cause glare.
The direct sunlight is directional and creates sharp shadows. Diffuse skylight, with cool color tones is more suited
for general lighting in buildings compared to the direct
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sunlight. Reflected light is the last contributor consisting
of light reflected from the external environment as well as
reflected light from surfaces inside, such as ceiling, floor,
walls and so on.
By combining direct sunlight, diffuse light and reflected
sunlight they can create a varied and evocative daylight
inside the building.
The daylight is very dynamic and complex, which means
it varies throughout the year but also from one moment
to another. For daylight calculations, it is important to investigate different scenarios over the year as the lighting
conditions changes significant.
The biggest differences to be considered when designing are the difference between summer solstice in June
and winter solstice in December as these two times represent the longest and shortest day of the year. Lux level is
also interesting to have in mind when designing for these
two seasons because the light intensity are reduced to
half which will have a big influence on the perception of
space. (See appendix 07 for more information about Lux
level over the year)

Design principles trans illuminate room
•

Open-plan creates opportunity for a trans
illuminate kindergarten and variations over the
day.

•

The use of transparent glass in the building's
inner walls allows for trans illuminate rooms in
the building cores. (e.g. meeting rooms)

Be aware of
•
•
•
•
•

The windows size, orientation and location.
Achieve sufficient daylight factor on a
cloudy day.
Passive solar heat and over temperature.
Daylight risk of glare.
Spatial experience

Design principles reflected light
•

The reflected light gives a pleasant light and
less glare compared to the direct light.

•

The use of internal surfaces as reflective source
result in light to reach further into the room.

•

The rooms' design and color influences how 		
much light is reflected.

Principles

References

Ill. 051 Transilluminated room and direct daylight

Ill. 053 Sunlight House, Austria. Daylight reaches the room on the left
through an elevated window in the interior wall.

Ill. 055 Sunlight House, Austria. Daylight reaches the room from the right
through an elevated window in the interior wall.

Ill. 052 Reflected daylight

Ill. 054 Reflected daylight on the ceiling

Ill. 056 Kunsten, Aalborg. Reflected daylight on the ceiling and wall
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Photovoltaics
As we work to acheive a zero energy building design,
passive measures, like shading and orientation of the
buil-ding are accompanied by active strategies to reach
the objectives. Active energy strategies are often implemented late in the design to accommodate the energy
consumption and reach the energy frame through a
balance, it can effectively be considered early in the design, especially if the ambitions for the energy frame is
high.
Solar panels, also called photovoltaics (PV's) produce
electricity from the sun. The energy produced can be
used immediately, stored in a battery or in some cases
delivered to the energy grid. Thermal collectors collect
heat from the sun by absorbing solar radiation through
a liquid inside the panels. The liquid is then used to heat
water for domestic use or for room heating [Kongebro,
2012a].
It is often seen that photovoltaics are introduced late in
the design as unfamiliar elements that does not relate to
the architecture and context they are part of.
In order to integrate photovoltaics more in the architecture they would advantageously be incorporated earlier
in the design, so they not only be seen as an energy producing source but as a material which properties must be
known in order to use them optimally in the design.

Design principles for photovoltaics as external element
•

By placing the photovoltaics externally as in kindergarten bike sheds and playhouses there are more
freedom in building design, orientation, roof slope, etc. (ill. 057)

Be aware of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Selection of photovoltaic type in relation to
architectural expression and efficiency.
Photovoltaics orientation and inclination in
relation to performance.
Shadows impact on the solar cells' efficiency.
Photovoltaics high temperature.
(Impact on passive heating)
Maintenance of photovoltaic
Replacement in relation to defective
Photovoltaics deteriorate the buildings value if
it aesthetically does not match the building

Design manual

Design principles for surface-mounted or integrated into the building envelope
•

Photovoltaics mounted on the façade has higher risk of shadows.

•

Photovoltaics there are integrated in the design (ill. 058) are difficult to replace by defect rather than a system
with an open back.

•

Photovoltaics can be actively used as a building material.

Principles

References

Ill. 057 Photovoltaics on secondary building structure

Ill. 059 Photovoltaics used as overhang to provide semi-shade

Ill. 061 Photovoltaic tree inspired installation

Ill. 058 Photovoltaics on primary building, added or integrated

Ill. 060 Photovoltaics on primary building, installed above roof

Ill. 062 Gaia Solar photovoltaics, integrated slate roof
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User populations

A kindergarten is used on a daily basis by multiple user
groups. We have divided the users into two: primary and
secondary users. The primary users are the ones that uses
the kindergarten for many hours throughout the day: the
children and kindergarten teachers. The secondary users
spend very little time in the building: parents, cleaning
staff and administrators on district level. In the project the
design will focus on the primary users and the way they
utilize the building.
Pedagogues
One user population is the pedagogues. They are responsible for multiple tasks; administration, teaching, playing
activities and observations. Though most of the tasks involve the children, some administration and registration
tasks require space with properties similar to ordinary offices; computer facilities, storage, enclosure to focus. This
world preferable be apart from the children in terms of
noise and visual distraction. However proximity is desired,
as the majority of the tasks involve the children. The pedagogues' focus during the day could be the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide safety and care
Develop social and general skills
Stimulate imagination, creativity and
language development
Contribute to ensuring children receive a good
and safe childhood
Create space for play and learning

[BUPL, 2007]
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Children
The children are the youngest user population in the
building with an age of approximately 3-6. The litterature
study has revealed that the children thrive and learn optimal in surroundings that provides a cozy, childish and
homely environment. The various needs of the children
should be considered when designing. In areas with large
activity levels, the possibility for recess should be considered, and the building should generally accommodate
introvert and extrovert users. The smallest children may
need a quiet place for a nap during the day, away from
other activities, but in close relation to supervising staff.
To avoid social barriers the children should be able to interact with everyone at some point during the day, and
across ages. In the same way the children should be able
to access the entire building, and easily be able to read
which behavior is suggested where.
BUPL (Børne- og Ungdomspædagoernes Landsforbund)
recommends that for every 6 children, a least one pedagogue should be present. From the case study visit conducted at Frederiksbjerg Børnehus in Aarhus we know
that 8 children per pedagogue is common for newly built
and ambitious institutions, however, it is not uncommon
for each pedagogue to be responsible for more than 8
children - and for shorter periods of time, maybe closer
to twice that number. For an institution with 88 children,
the number of staff present will therefore be between 10
and 15.

Ill. 063 Learning environment, BUPL
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Football field

10

1

10

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Niche

12

1

12

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Room program
Room program Communal area
Air flow rate

Daylight

Rooms

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2

Direct

Diffuse

Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
%
lux

Operative temperature

l/s pr. person

Winter

Summer

CO2
ppm
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2

92

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

HC toilet

5

1

5

Low

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Toilet

25

1

25

Low

50

0,35

-

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Arrival

33

1

33

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Cleaning room

5

1

5

low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Hallway

53

1

53

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Dining area

Room program Kitchen
Air flow rate

Daylight

Rooms

Area
Area sum
Direct
No.
m2
m2 Wardrobe
Room program

Pedagogical
Kitchen

20

2

40

Storage room

6

2

12

Area
Area sum
Industrial
20 No.
20
1
Rooms kitch- m2
m2
en

Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
%
lux

l/s pr. person

5”
0,35
High
200
Air
flow
rate
Daylight
5”
0,35
Low
50
Daylight factor Light Level
l/s0,35
pr. m2
l/s pr. 5”
person
Diffuse
High
200
%
lux

Winter

Summer

20 - 24
23 - 26
Operative temperature
20 - 24
23 - 26

CO2
ppm
800’’

Winter
20 - 24

Summer
23 - 26

800’’
CO2
800’’
ppm

Wash
room
Cleaning
room

135

11

513

Low
Medium

50
200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20
20 -- 24
24

23
23 -- 26
26

800’’
1200’

Wardrobe /
Green house
Common
space

90
65

11

90
65

Medium
High

200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20
20 -- 24
24

23
23 -- 26
26

1200’
800’’

Toilet
Hallway

11
16

11

1
16

Low
Medium

50
200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20
20 -- 24
24

23
23 -- 26
26

1200’

4

1

4

Low

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Ill.Cleaning
064 Room room
program
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Direct

Diffuse

Operative temperature
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Room program Staff area

‘ marks reguirements from
categori A
“ marks reguirements from
categori A++

Hallway
HC toilet

16
5

1
1

16
5

Medium
Low

200
50

0,35
0,35

5”
-

20 - 24
20 - 24

23 - 26
23 - 26

1200’
1200’

Hallway

16

1

16

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Room program Sensory
Daylight

Room program Sensory
Rooms
Library
Rooms
Atelier
Library
Art workshop
Atelier
Exploraturium
Art workshop
Common space
Exploraturium
Common space

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2
1
10
10 sum
Area
Area
No.
m2
m2
10
1
10
1
10
10
1
12
12
10
1
10
2
12
12
1
12
12
1
82
82
2
12
12
82

1

Direct

Diffuse

Direct

Diffuse

82

Daylight factor Light Level
Daylight
%
lux
Medium
200Level
Daylight
factor Light
%
lux
Medium
200
Medium
200
Medium
200
Medium
200
Medium
200
Medium
200

Air flow rate

Operative temperature

l/s pr. m2
l/srate
pr. person
Air flow

Winter
Summer
Operative
temperature

0,35
l/s pr. m2
0,35
0,35

5”
l/s pr. person
5”
5”
5”
5”
5”
5”
5”
5”

20 - 24
Winter
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24

23 - 26
Summer
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

Medium
Medium

200
200

0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35
0,35

Medium

200

0,35

23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26

CO2
ppm
800’’
CO2
ppm
800’’
800’’
800’’
800’’
1200’
800’’
1200’
1200’
1200’

Room program Motion

Rooms
Common space
Rooms
Tarzan area
Common space
Ball pit
Tarzan area
Trampoline
Ball pit
Football field
Trampoline
Niche
Football field
Niche

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2
1
98
98 sum
Area
Area
No.
m2
m2
30
1
30
1
98
98
10
1
10
30
1
30
1
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

1
1

10
10

12
10

1
1

12
10

12

1

12

Direct

Direct

Air flow rate

Daylight

Room program Motion
Diffuse

Diffuse

Operative temperature

Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
l/srate
pr. person
Air flow
Daylight
%
lux

Winter
Summer
Operative
temperature

0,35
200Level
High factor Light
Daylight
l/s pr. m2
%
lux
0,35
High
200
0,35
200
High
0,35
Medium
200
0,35
High
200
0,35
Medium
200
0,35
Medium
200
0,35
200
Medium
0,35
Medium
200
0,35
200
Medium
0,35
200
Medium

23 - 26
Summer
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26

5”
5”
5”
5”
5”
5”

20 - 24
Winter
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24
20 - 24

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

Medium

200

0,35

5”
l/s pr. person
5”
5”
5”
5”

23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26
23 - 26

CO2
ppm
800’’
CO2
ppm
800’’
800’’
800’’
800’’
1200’
800’’
1200’
1200’

‘ marks reguirements from
categori A

800’’
1200’

“ marks reguirements from
categori A++

800’’
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Pedagogical
Kitchen

20

2

40

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Storage room

6

2

12

Low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’
-

Industrial kitchen

20

1

20

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Cleaning room

5

1

5

Low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Green house

65

1

65

High

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Hallway

16

1

16

Medium

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

200

Room program Staff area
Air flow rate

Daylight

Rooms

50

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2

Direct

Diffuse

Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
lux

Operative temperature

l/s pr. person

Winter

Summer

CO2
ppm

Employee
break room

21

1

21

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Meeting room

12

1

12

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Multi room

44

1

44

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Single office

10

1

10

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Wardrobe

2

1

2

low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Quiet room

17

1

17

High

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Toilet

3

1

3

Low

50

0,35

-

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Storage

7

1

7

Low

200

0,35

5”

20 - 22

20 - 24

1200’

Staff entrance

5

1

5

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 22

20 - 24

1200’

Cleaning room

5

1

5

Low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 22

20 - 24

1200’

HC toilet

5

1

5

Low

50

0,35

-

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

‘ marks reguirements from
categori A

Hallway

16

1

16

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

“ marks reguirements from
categori A++
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Room program Sensory

Medium

Toilet

25

1

5
25

Low

50

0,35

-

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’
1200’

Toilet
Arrival

25
33

11

25
33

Low
High

50
200

0,35
0,35

5”

20 - 24
20 - 24

23 - 26
23 - 26

1200’
800’’

Arrival room
Cleaning

33
5

11

33
5

High
low

200
50

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20 -- 24
24
20

23 -- 26
26
23

800’’
1200’

Cleaning room
Hallway

5
53

11

5
53

low
Medium

50
200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20 -- 24
24
20

23 -- 26
26
23

1200’
1200’

Hallway

53

1

53

Medium

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Room program Wardrobe
Room program Wardrobe

Rooms
Rooms
Wash
room

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2
Area
Area sum
No.
1
13
13
m2
m2

Direct
Direct

Air flow rate

Daylight

Air flow rate
Daylight
Daylight factor Light Level
l/s
pr.
m2
l/s pr. person
%
lux
Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
l/s pr. 5”
person
Diffuse
%
lux
0,35
Medium
200

Diffuse

Operative temperature
Operative temperature
Winter
Summer
Winter
20 - 24

Summer
23 - 26

CO2
ppm
CO2
ppm
800’’

Wardrobe
Wash room/
Common space
Wardrobe /
Toilet
Common space

13
90

11

13
90

Medium

200
200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20 -- 24
24
20

23 -- 26
26
23

800’’
800’’

90
11

1
1

90
1

Medium
Low

200
50

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20 -- 24
24
20

23 -- 26
26
23

800’’
1200’

Toilet
Cleaning
room

11
4

11

41

Low
Low

50
200

0,35
0,35

5”
5”

20 - 24
20 - 24

23 - 26
23 - 26

1200’
800’’

Cleaning room

4

1

4

Low

200

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

800’’

Room program Outdoor
Room program Outdoor

Rooms
Rooms
Storage

Area
Area sum
No.
m2
m2
Area
Area sum
No.
1
7
7
m2
m2

Direct
Direct

Air flow rate

Daylight

Air flow rate
Daylight
Daylight factor Light Level
l/s
pr.
m2
l/s pr. person
%
lux
Daylight factor Light Level
l/s pr. m2
l/s pr. person
Diffuse
lux0
Low%

Diffuse

Operative temperature
Operative temperature
Winter
Summer
Winter

Summer

CO2
ppm
CO2
ppm

Storage
Refuse

77

11

77

Low

00

Refuse
Toilet

7
10

1
2

7
20

Low
Low

500

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

Toilet

10

2

20

Low

50

0,35

5”

20 - 24

23 - 26

1200’

‘ marks reguirements from
categori A
“ marks reguirements from
categori A++
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Room program
The room program presented is the final program with the
room sizes and facilities also shown in the presentation
material. The room program has been develop throughout the project as the research of litterature and cases
has disclosed the users' needs for functions, daylight and
space. The Danish Building Regulations has been the basis for the minimum requirements for the design, along
with more specific Danish Standards to optimize the design. Our ambitions for the design is categori A and A++
from the Danish Standard 3033 Classification of indoor
climate in schools, housing units institutions and offices.
The calculations for the technical requirements for the
building are made based on the included information in
the room program along with the expected people load.
Our initial assumptions regarding the desired character of
the daylight and ventilation type has been further investigated as part of the design process and tested through
calculations and simulations to reach a final design that
fulfills the ambitions for indoor climate.

11 groups of 8
children

1

Design manual
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Early morning

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Breakfast - Upper common area

Morning

Sensory activities
Motion activities

Lunch

Motion activities
Pedagogical Kitchen

Pedagogical Kitchen

Multiroom

Outdoor activites

Lunch - Upper common area

Lower common area
Sensory activities

Lunch - Lower common area

Afternoon

Outdoor activites
Multiroom

Late afternoon

(Late attending only)

Ill. 065 Room schedule example
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3

(Early attending only)

Room schedule example
The expected people load distribution in the building
is tested through a single-day schedule example that
demonstrate how the organization within and use of the
building could be. The schedule displays the main use of
the building, but does not include details about the use
of the wardrobe, toilets, quiet room for napping, administration work or staff pauses.

2

Pedagogical Kitchen

Lower common area

Sensory activities

Assembly - Lower common area

Motion activities

Colours

Colours' influence on performance
Designing a good learning environment includes investigating important aspects for creating space and atmospheres. The same way daylight and movement affect the
ability to learn and thrive, so does the colours that surround us.
Through studies conducted in 1993 and 2007, researchers
found that there is a clear connection between colors and
children's learning. Exposure to a favorite color while doing an exercise increases the child's learning performance
significantly, and can lead to an experience of joy while
learning [Olesen, 2017].
Colours' influence on feelings
Each color has its own characteristics and creates different associations in children as well as adults. The blue
color influence calm, security and concentration, brown a
feeling of safety, and green hope, freedom and less nervousness. In general blue and green colors, like most of
the colors in nature have a positive influence on children’s
learning performance and improve their efficiency [BUPL,
2017] and [Olesen, 2017].
Designing with colours
In the kindergarten design, colours should be utilized to
state which activities and activity levels the various zones
encourage along with the interior arrangements as part
of creating a good indoor environments for the users.

Blue
Blue
Green
Green
Red
Red

Concentration,
Concentration,
calm,
calm,
security
security
Associations:
Associations:
Sky,
Sky,
water
water
Healing,
Healing,
freedom,
freedom,
helps
helps
nervousness
nervousness
Associations:
Associations:
Grass,
Grass,
growth
growth
Movement,
Movement,
speed,
speed,
energy
energy
Associations:
Associations:
Action
Action

Brown
Brown
Yellow
Yellow
White
White

Safety,
Safety,
stabilising,
stabilising,
honest,
honest,
genuine
genuine
Associations:
Associations:
Nature
Nature
Creative,
Creative,
enthusiasm,
enthusiasm,
optimism
optimism
Associations:
Associations:
Sun,
Sun,
happy
happy
Purity,
Purity,
clarity
clarity
Associations:
Associations:
homely
homely
feeling
feeling

Ill. 066 Colour associations
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Focus of the project

Daylight

Organization

Sustainability

Light and especially daylight, is an important factor for our
experience of space. Daylight affects our concentration,
mood and perception of surroundings, Therefore we consider daylight as an important design parameter that promotes children´s learning, health and experience of space.
During the project, this will be emphasized through the
design.

The organisation of functions, flow and interior design of
the building is important for how the design accommodate
the users and everyday life in the building. Zones should be
used to promote various physical activities and communicate these clearly to the users.

The development of the design must include considerations, investigations and simulations to secure that the
building can provide good conditions for the users today
and in the future, as described in Our common future (Sustainability in the Approach chapter).

We will try to explore the potentials of organization through
the design process to develop a design that influences
children’s learning and development, by working with children’s scale. This includes working with the building design
and interior coherent.

Another ambition for the design is to teach the children
about sustainability and resources through food production and preparation, use of natural resources on the site
like rain water, and a general close connection to nature
and the outdoor areas. This will coherent with the design to
stimulate the children's senses.

Through the design process we will try to explore how
daylight conditions can be presented through architectural expression and how they can influence the design of a
kindergarten.
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Design Parameters

Functional

Technical

Aesthetical

Technical

Functional

Aesthetic

•

•

Provide good working conditions for the
staff

•

Create a non-institutional atmosphere

•

Integrate photovoltaic in roof materials

•

Facilitate wide array of sensory perceptions
and stimulations

•

Use of sustainable materials

•

Create niches as acoustic solutions and for
recess

Maintain the BR15 2020 indoor
environment demands by using hybrid
ventilation

•

Maintain the BR15 2020 energy demands
by using passive strategies

•

Minimum 2 % daylight factor

•

Maintain the requirement for the acoustics,
reverberation time 0,4 s

Ill. 067 Technical design parameters

•

Different activity zones
Promote movement
Promote social sustainability

•

Visual connection to outside in children's
scale

•

Barrier free access to the building and
inside the building

Ill. 068 Functional design parameters

Ill. 069 Aesthetical design parameters
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Vision

The kindergarten must provide a good environment for children's
learning and development. A well conceived indoor environment
is the key to social sustainability and children's development motivated by the use of senses and physical learning.
We will seek to "design the whole building to reach the whole
learner" [Taylor 2009].
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Mission

In order to provide a good environment for children’s learning and development the
mission is to create a good indoor environment and connecting outdoor facilities. Thermal comfort, acoustics, and daylight compose the indoor climate of the building design
and should be optimal. The choice of materials and programming of the building will
add to the experienced feeling of safaty and comfort, and promote the various learning. Here the human scale is an important factor to consider. The outdoor will work in
relation with the indoor environment by further promoting learning through movement
and the use of senses, and by relieving the stress on the indoor climate.

Thermal comfort

Materials

Room acoustics

Programming

Daylight

Scale

Comfort and safety

Outdoor
programming

Movement
Use of senses
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Ill. 070 Skecth of arrival situation
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Presentation

This chapter presents the kindergarten design starting with a large scale overview of the
building concept, masterplan and floor plan with presentation of the use of the building
and specific zones. The detailing includes materials, construction, indoor environment,
DGNB critaria and energy frame.

Concept
Masterplan
Approach
Floor plan

Sensory
Pedagogical Kitchen
Motion
Facades
Sections

Large scale

Construction
Indoor environment
DGNB criteria
Spatial detailing
Energy frame

Detailing
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Building concept

Home

Educational
system
Kindergarten

Ill. 071 Create a transition between the child's life at home
and the life as a student.
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Ill. 072 Joining smaller units to create a whole building.
Creating a common architectural language with the surroudings.

Ill. 073 Using the building as a transition between the
street on the urban side and the playground on the rural
side.

Ill. 074 Prolong the landscape with green roofs and preserve the view as part of the areas identity.

Ill. 075 Draw people in towards the entrance and create a
clear flow for users and passer-by.

Ill. 076 Arrange the flow around a central courtyard and an
open connection between functions.
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Masterplan

The kindergarten is located towards west on the site and
the building's volumes follows the general orientation
and scale used in the neighboring area. The paved area
by the buildings entrance area connects to the system of
paths around the site and allows for pedestrians and bicycles to cross the site with a minimum utilization of the
road network.
The north east corner of the site is the parking for the
kindergarten which is located opposite the main paths for
pedestrians and bicycles arriving. This provides the users
with a safer transition onto the site.
The playground is locates east of the building, where the
building can provide shelter from the western wind, and
where the site opens up to the view and the sun towards
south.

Data
Location:

Ikarosvej 2, 9260 Gistrup

Area of site:

4214 m2

Plot ratio:

28 %

Parking:		

16 + 2 HC

Ill. 077 Masterplan 1:1000
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Approach

The users can approach the building from three sides:
The parking lot to the east, a connection to the path system of foot paths and bicycle track running around the
site to the west, and finally from the north, where a ramp
connects to Ikarosvej. The entrance area in front of the
building is designed for pedestrians with green elements
to slow the pace and direct users towards the main entrance. The entrance area will also be utilized as a short
cut for pedestrians in the neighborhood who does not
wish to walk along Ikarosvej. For this reason the entrance
is recessed to provide a quiet area here.
Left of the entrance, the wardrobes are located, so parents can easily enter and help the children with their overcoats. The large windows to the wardrobe ensures a connection between the inside and outside, where children
arriving can see which of their friends is already there. To
the right of the entrance is the staff office and meeting
room. These are easy to locate for parents attending
meetings and the daily relation between staff and parents
are made available.
Ill. 078 Approaching the kindergarten
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Floor plan

The entrance to the kindergarten is located in the center
of the building's northern facade, recessed from the closest volumes, to draw users in. From the entrance there is
direct access to the building's wardrobe area where each
child has his own wardrobe unit. From the wardrobe area
is is possible to go outside to the playground. Opposite
the entrance is the staff area, where it is visible for parents
arriving for a meeting and for every day communication
with the staff. The location of the quiet room enables the
daily leader to supervise the napping children and secure
their feeling of safety. From the entrance, a stair/ramp
system runs through the kindergartens common area,
which is used for dining, morning and afternoon activities
and assembly. The room's openness creates a constant
sound in the building that gives life to the building. From
the common area there is direct access to the sensory
garden in the courtyard, which stimulates the senses with
its many colors and aromas.
Sensory is located in the southwestern corner of the
building complex. The location allows for the involvement of the sensory garden and the surrounding nature
in relation to learning
In continuation of Sensory is the building’s kitchen area.
The area is intended as a place where the children actively participate in cooking. They can collect various vegetables from the greenhouse and use it to supplement the
daily meals. This helps to teach the children about the
"jord til bord" principle.
The last zone of the building is Motion. This area allows
for a high activity level where children through physical
exercise and motor obstacles learn about the body and
its possibilities.
Throughout the whole building complex, little niches
have been installed where the children can retreat in
small social groups or by themselves.

Daylight Factor
4,00
3,62
3,25
2,88
2,50
2,12
1,75
1,38

Ill. 079 Daylight simulation for the building
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Staff Entrance

Meeting Room

Office

Quiet
Room

Main Entrance

Toilet
HC
Toilet

Break Room

Wardrobe

Wash/dry

Wardrobe
Refuse

Storage

Technical

HC
Toilet

Common Area
Multi Room

Cleaning

Toilet

Toilet

Sensory Garden

Library

Common Area

Sensory

Exploratorium
Storage

Atelier

Kitchen

Niche
Niche

Pedagogical kitchen
Arts & Crafts

Motion

HC
Toilet

Dishwash

Toilet
Football

Toilet
Storage
Green House

Storage

Cleaning

Ball Pit
Trampoline
Tarzan Area

Niche

Ill. 080 Floor plan
0

5

10 m
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User scenarios
Emil
3 years old
Kindergarten group 1
Interests:
“I love to be together with the other
children from kindergarten, when we
are playing with cars or jumping on
trampolines”

Staff Entrance

1

2

I arrive at kindergarten at 7:00 by car with my mother as she
goes to work early. My mother checks me in on the screen,
after which we go to my wardrobe and hang my outdoor
clothes.

Meeting Room

Office

Quiet
Room

Main Entrance

Toilet
HC
Toilet

Break Room

1

Wardrobe

I eat breakfast in the common area together with Lise my
pedagogue and the other early-arriving children.

Wash/dry

Wardrobe
Refuse

3

4

5

6

We have a workshop in Sensory, where Lise presents us
for today's activities about nature and senses that she also
made a quiz about. My group and I move into the sensory garden where we smell and touch the colourful flowers
planted in the raised bed.
Before lunch we have another workshop in Motion where we
through various play with high activity challenge our motor
skills. Jonas and I quickly find the cars and race through the
many obstacles in the area.
I eat with my group on the upper level of the dining area.
Today it is homemade buns with vegetables. A boy from
another group proudly tells me he made the buns in the
kitchen earlier.

Storage

Technical

5

Multi Room

2

Presentation

Toilet

Toilet

Common Area

3

Sensory

Exploratorium
Storage

Atelier

Kitchen

Niche
Niche

Pedagogical kitchen

In the afternoon, Lise takes us to the kindergarten's multi
room where she introduces us for a task. We have to build
a kite that can be used outside on windy days. I'm not very
creative and have difficulties getting started. Lise discovers
that I need help and together we built a beautiful kite.

Motion

HC
Toilet

Dishwash

Toilet
Football

Toilet
Storage

Cleaning

Ball Pit
Trampoline

Green House

Tarzan Area

4

The time is past 16:00 and the day is running out. My mom
is coming through the door to pick me up but I do not really
want to go home.

68

Cleaning

Library

After lunch I feel tired and go to take a nap in the kindergartens quiet room along with some of the other three year
olds, before we go outside to play with the other kids.

Ill. 081 Day plan Emil

6

Sensory Garden

Arts & Crafts
7

HC
Toilet

Common Area

7

Niche

Ill. 082 Flow plan Emil

Storage

Mathias
5 years old
Kindergarten group 5
Interests:
“I'm interested in creative things
where I can use my hands”

Staff Entrance

Meeting Room

Office

Quiet
Room

Main Entrance

Toilet

1

HC
Toilet

Break Room

I arrive to the kindergarten at 8:00 by bike with my dad. We
park our bikes, after which my dad enters the kindergartens
entrance and announces my arrival on the screen.

Wardrobe

Wash/dry

Wardrobe
Refuse

2

3

4

I start the day with a workshop in Motion together with Pia
my pedagogue and the rest of the group. Today's theme is
physical expression, not my favorite, but it is okay. Laura and
I use the Tarzan area where we swing in the ropes and play
with pillows.
Before lunch we have another workshop in the pedagogical kitchen where we prepare food for lunch. Pia is telling
about today's menu. Afterwards we go to the greenhouse
to collect vegetables for the menu and start the preparation.
By growing our own vegatables we learn about where they
come from: cucumbers don't grow naturally in Denmark!
I eat with my group on the upper level of the dining area.
Todays menu are spaghetti Bolognese with ingredients from
the green house.

Storage

Technical

1
HC
Toilet

Common Area

4

Multi Room

Cleaning

Toilet

Toilet

Sensory Garden

5
Library

6,7
Common Area

Sensory

Exploratorium
Storage

Atelier

Kitchen

Niche
Niche

5

6
7

After lunch my group and I go outside. Søren and I run to
the hill for sliding. Afterwards we go down to the field to
play some football.

Pedagogical kitchen
Arts & Crafts

In the afternoon Pia takes us to the kindergartens common
area where she introduces us for some creative things like
painting, I really like that. I make some nice drawings to
hang on the wall in Sensory.

Toilet

Green House

Storage

Football

Toilet
Storage

Cleaning

Ball Pit
Trampoline
Tarzan Area

2

The time has passed 16:30 and the day is running out. The
remaining children and I play some board games before my
mom picks me up.
Ill. 083 Day plan Mathias

Motion

HC
Toilet

Dishwash

3

Niche

Ill. 084 Flow plan Mathias
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Sensory

The Sensory area is thought as a zone where children can
learn about the world using their senses, in close relation
to the sensory garden with flowers, herbs and water. The
Sensory area consists of four workshops and a common
area in between. Each workshop is made as a small house
with windows to the common area, and contain the materials needed for the various activities related to the workshop. Each of the pedagogues can take a group of children to one workshop and focus activities here, or they
can move activities out to the common area and organize
one activity for all groups using Sensory.

Atelier

Library

Arts & crafts

The library workshop promotes reading and writing, related to the visual sense, fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination.

The art and crafts workshop focuses on creating object
from paper, clay or just anything. Here the fine motor
skills are in focus.

The atelier workshop promotes learning about colours
and compositions, related mostly to the visual sense.
Exploratotium
The exploratorium workshop is intended to focus on the
non-visual senses; taste, smell, hearing and touching object to learn about them.

Ill. 085 Plan Sensory
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Data
Floor area:

128 m2

Users:		
3 adults
		24 children
Ill. 086 Sensory area
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Pedagogical Kitchen

The pedagogical kitchen and adjoining green house
should provide the kindergarten with supplements for the
daily meals. The goal is to teach children about the world
and resources through food production; planting, caring
and harvesting, and through preparation of food.
The two pedagogical kitchens each have a focus - baking
and vegetables, and can each hold one group of children
working with the food.
Just opposite the pedagogical kitchen is the ordinary
kitchen where the staff can prepare the food with higher
requirements for handling. From the niche two steps lead
up towards the wall surrounding the kitchen counter and
allow children to stand and watch the further preparation
of food.
Both the pedagogical kitchen and the ordinary kitchen
have storages, and between the kitchen and the common
areas for dining is a room for dishwashing.
Ill. 087 Plan Pedagogical kitchen
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Data
Floor area:

80 m2

Users:		
2 adults
		16 children
Ill. 088 Pedagogical kitchen and green house
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Motion

The motion area promotes bodily activity which is vital for
children's motor function, health and self understanding
and development. The activities promote social learning
and idenity through interaction.
The football zone promotes the use of hand-eye coordination. The ball-pit and trampoline promotes the motor
function and can also be utilized as space for the children's own imagined games. The two niches provides a
place for recess with lower activity. The area is designed
with larger zones in the corners where pedagogues can
arrange actitivites for one group of children.
The tarzan area is equiped with a climbing wall, robes and
a floor mat. The children can climb up to the window sill
and into an outdoor tree top track that follows the outdoor tarzan area.
Most of the activites in Motion are also present on the
outdoor play ground.
Ill. 089 Plan Motion
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Data
Floor area:

178 m2

Users:		
3 adults
		24 children
Ill. 090 Motion area
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Facades

The facades are designed to create a connecting common expression with the surrounding neighborhood. The
idea is that the children should easily be able to recognize the form and the expression, and thereby achieve a
sense of familiarity and safety.

Ill. 092 Zinc
The gutters and drip edges are made in zinc which can be moulded to
secure a sealed transition between surfaces. Expected life span: 30 years

Ill. 093 Single sheet glazing
The green house is made from single sheet glazing that allow for solar
radiation to heat the space. The heated space provides good conditions
for vegetables and fruit to grow all year.

The facede materials are chosen based on their robustness and aesthetic expressions. On the facades facing the
children's playground and towards the courtyard, vertical
wood has been used for a variation, to clarify the connection between inside and the outdoor areas.

NW
NE

SW
SE
Ill. 091 Plan

0
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10 m

Ill. 094 Steni composite plate
Most of the facades are made from Steni composite plates in grey nuances. The pattern follows a horisontal line around the building volume
supporting the idea that the volume is cut from a single block. Expected
life span 60 years

Ill. 095 Thermo ash vertical cladding
The facades facing south and facing the courtyards are made from a
thermo ash cladding, given these facades a warm, more dynamic expression. Over the years the colour will turn towards silver-grey. Expected life
span 60 years

Ill. 096 Eco moss
Some of the roofs are fitted with Eco moss that absorbs rainwater and
creates a clear connection between the building and the open field
landscape when seen from the approach uphill.

Ill. 097 South East Facade
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Ill. 099 North West Facade 1: 200
View arrival

NW
NE

SW
SE
Ill. 098 Plan
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Ill. 100 South West Facade 1: 200

Ill. 101 North East Facade 1: 200
View playground
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Sections

The sections provide an overview of the interior organization of the building. Section AA displays the connection
between the spaces within the building, and how installations and niches are implementet to accommodate the
children's scale. Over the toilets, the ceilings are suspended to better relate to the users scale and to provide room
for installations for rain water collection and ventilation.

Ill. 103 Linoleum, dark grey
The floor is rigid and easy to clean dark linolium that provides a contrast
to the white ceilings and colourfull installation. Linoleum is made from
natural components, is durable and not cold for bare feet. Expected life
span 25 years

Ill. 104 Installation walls, Rockfon VertiQ
The colourfull walls in Motion and Sensory are made with Rockfon
vertical absorbtion segments. The walls are soft and warmer to the touch
then gypsum walls, and work to secure a good acoustic environment.

Section BB and CC on the next page displays the connection between the building's programming and the
outdoor areas.

A

A

Storage

Ill. 102 Plan

0
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Toilet

Tarzan area

10 m

Motion

Ill. 105 Window sill, ash
The window sills are ash to provide a connection to the facades and to
emphasize the intended use of the windows as furniture. The wood is
soft to the touch and has a warm expression.

Toilet

Dishwash

Ill. 106 Acoustic panels, Ecophon
The acoustic panels function as a colourfull wall installation and are
placed where sound absorbtion is most needed and has the greatest
effect - in the childrens height.

Pedagogical kitchen

Ill. 107 Ceiling, Rockfon Sonar
The ceiling is Rockfon sonar plates that secures a short reverberation
time in the rooms, and can easily be fittid with lighting sockets and can
easily be replaced.

Sensory

Ill. 108 Section AA
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Sensory

Sensory Garden

Ill. 109 Section BB 1: 200

B

Ill. 110 Plan
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Lower common area

Playground

Green house

Pedagogical kitchen

Sensory Garden

Staff office

Ill. 111 Section CC 1: 200
C

C

Ill. 112 Plan
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Glue laminated timber

Embodied energy (Gj)
The structural principle in the kindergarten consist of two
light frame system in wood there have a span of 8 and 10
meters that are repeated with a distance at two meter. The
repetition of the frames relates to the sustainability of the
project because they minimize the waste under production
compared to a structure that consists of many different
frames.
The structural system for the kindergarten serves as a modular system with repeated frames and wall elements can be
assembled on site.

Global warming potential
Equiv. CO2 (kg)
Air pollution (index)
Water pollution (index)
Solid wastes (kg)
0

Wood

Sustainability
The wooden structural system of the kindergarten is considered a sustainable solution compared to other solutions,
for example concrete. A Life Cycle Assessment of wood
shows that the material is more sustainable (See ill 113).
Wood has 50 % less CO2 emission and 40 % less embodied
energy compared to concrete [Europeanwood, n.d.]. Embodied energy is the total energy consumption used for
production, use and disposing of the materials. The Life
Cycle Assessment shows that the wood structure its much
more climate friendly as it does less damage on the ecosystem compared to steel and concrete. (See ill. 114)
For a standard wood construction, which is a light construction type, the thermal properties of wood can be used
actively in the building to absorb the heat at the day and
release it again in the evening. Besides absorbing heat,
wood also absorbs moisture from the air, which improves
the indoor climate.

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

Concrete
Ill. 113 LCA comparison

Wood structure
Steel structure
Concrete structure

Ecosystem damage
Resource consumption
Total
Ill. 114 LCA comparison
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Ill. 115 Frame construction
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Indoor comfort

Atmospheric comfort
Atmospheric comfort is essential for the children’s health
and ability to learn. In order to achieve an acceptable air
quality where unpredicted odours are avoided, simulations for CO2 pollution level is made in Bsim. The requirements for the CO2 concentration for the Sensory and Motion area with a relativeltly high people load are less than
900 ppm which is the maximum level given in BR2020.
(see Ill. 117)
The atmospheric comfort is calculated for both CO2 pollution, sensory pollution and for the BR 2020 regulations.
The regulations for BR2020 requires an air change of 5 l/s
pr. child, 3 l/s pr. adult and 0,35 l/s pr. m2 [Bygningsreglementet, 2017].
The sensory pollution is calculated using Fangers Formula of Olf. The calculation method takes into consideration
the amount dissatisfied users, which cannot exceed 20 %,
or the equivalent of 1,4 decipol in a category B building.
This calculation method also includes different pollution
sources, for example a person seated polluting with one
olf. Besides the user related pollution, the building contributed with 0,1 olf pr. m2. The last calculation method for
the atmospheric comfort is CO2 pollution, which measures the amount of human bio humidity in the room. The
86
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calculation includes the amount of CO2 pollution from
people in the room, the air velocity, and the allowable
amount of CO2 PPM.
The diagram opposite shows the results from the different calculation methods. The dimensioning load is the
CO2 pollution because of its high influence on the physical comfort for the users.
Acoustic comfort
Acoustics have a great influence on how the users perceive the rooms and the acoustics must be adapted to
the kindergartens different functions. The children in the
kindergarten have different needs, some thrive with heigh
noise levels, others does not. The designed acoustic solution is constructed to accommodate the zones with different use and different needs.
The acoustics in the Motion area where the noise level is
high are designed to fulfill the requirements for a common room on 0,4 s [Bygningsreglementet, 2016].
The reverberation time in Sensory should be a bit longer
to allow for the pedagogue to communicate and teach
the children without troubles being heard.
The acoustics in staff areas office room and meeting room
should have a quite low reverberation time as these are

designed for conversation without having troubles with
being heard.
To achieve the requirements for the acoustics the reverberation time for Sensory has been calculated with Sabine´s Formula. The materials that are used in the kindergarten are Rockfon sonar panels for the ceiling, plaster
for the walls and linoleum floors. (See appendix 05 for
calculations). Some of the walls in the kindergarten will
be installed with niches that can also be used as a multifunctional solution where sound absorbtion is integrated.
Thermal comfort
The thermal comfort in the kindergarten is another central
element related to how the users experience the buildings different rooms. Through Bsim simulations a good
thermal comfort is achieved by ventilation, heat recovery
and floor heating. The amount of solar radiation there
penetrate through the windows is adjusted to lower the
internal loads which means the temperature does not rise
above 26 and 27 degrees for longer periods. The temperature will only become to high when the building is
exposed to extreme solar radiation or high internal loads.
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Ill. 116 Hours above 26 and 27 degrees over the year, Bsim results
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Ill. 117 CO2 level in ppm over the year, Bsim results
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Ill. 118 Average temperature over the year, Bsim results

CO2

Regula�on BR2020

Person

Ac�vity level MET

l/s pr m2

m3/h

Air change (h-1)

l/s pr m2

m3/h

Air change (h-1)

l/s pr m2

m3/h

Air change (h-1) Inven�late MV8 units

1
1
1
1

128
178
80
328

608
845,5
380
1558

30
30
30
70

1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5

2,7
2,25
3,6
2,77

1244,16
1441,8
1036,8
3270,82

1,47
1,7
2,72
2,1

3,31
2,38
5,3
3,02

2012,48
2012,29
2014
4705,16

2,51
1,81
4,02
2,29

1,58
1,23
2,31
2,61

731,89
795,2
671,111
1587,51

1,2
1,3
1,1
2,69

8
8
8
22

1
1
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10
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47,5

4
1

1
1

3,04
1,49

153,22
53,64

3,64
1,13

0,81
0,71

34,02
33,725

3,23
0,71

1,42
1,11

63,84
52,72

0,8
0,67

1
1

Ill. 119 Air change results of calculations for Olf, CO2 and after BR2020
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Ventilation
In order to achieve a good indoor climate in the kindergarten in relation to learning, the building is hybrid ventilated which means it utilizes a combination of mechanical
and natural ventilation.
The use of hybrid ventilation is necessary in the building
design to achieve architectural, constructional and technical installation solutions that accommodates to the
users' needs throughout the year.
The kindergarten's mechanical ventilation consists of an
inventilate decentralized unit system called MicroVent.
The ventilation units are placed over some of the windows in the staff area, motion, kitchen, sensory and the
main areas. The ventilation system brands themselves as
being sustainable solution with a low energy consumption, silent sound level and a heat recovery around 85 %.
Besides the sustainability benefits, Inventilates MicroVent
is also preferable because the system will still be functional in the whole kindergarten even if one unit is defective.
The MicroVent system is divided up in smaller ventilators
ranging from two to eight per unit. These units provides
the rooms with between 5-10 l/s. In the kindergarten's
Tarzan area a minimum of two MV8 ventilation units is
needed to achieve the requirement for air change.
The kindergartens communal area has the opportunity
for cross ventilation through sliding curtain walls, which is
beneficial in case of peak loads.
Most of the main rooms in the kindergarten is provided
with skylight that are beneficial for utilizing thermal buoyancy to ventilating the warm air when peak loads occur.
(see appendix 02).
Ill. 120 Ventilation plan

Integrated ventilation system
The decentralized ventilation system are integrated in the
wall above some of the windows. The ventilation system
are visible on the interior walls with a removable air grate
there are easy to change and maintain. On the exterior,
the facade cladding extends down in front of the ventilations input and output which gives a cleaner look. (See
appendix 11).
Ill. 121 Thermal bouyancy
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Ill. 122 Cross ventilation

Construction details
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ventilated space
38 by 72 mm lath
5 mm Steni composite plate
Zinc valley gutter
Dryp edge
Gaia photovoltaic
200 by 70 mm batten
Frame GLT
70 mm insulation
12 mm Rockfon board
120 by 350 mm batten
Vapor barrier
70 by 45 mm batten
Velux skylight
12 mm Rockfon board
Roofing felt
Vapor barrier

18

16

14

19

20

21

17
22

23
1
2

6
3

4

5

7
8
13

9
12

10

11

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Roof ridge
35 mm battem
Grate
Integrated zinc gutter
500 mm insulation
2 x 13 mm gypsum
45 by 45 mm batten
5 mm Steni composite plate
400 mm insulation
15 mm batten
Vapor barrier

25

24

15

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Interior intake/exhaust of ventilation
Ventilation fan
Heat recovery unit
Exterior intake/exhaust of ventilation
Dryp edge
External solar shading
Insulated window frame
3 layer thermo glass
Thermo ash panel
Plinth plaster
Aluminium sill
Concrete foundation
Ridig insulation 300 mm
Foundation insulation 170 mm
Linoleum floor
Subsonic noise reduction 20 mm
80 mm concrete deck with floor heating
Building paper
400 mm polystyrene
Leca
Anchorage

26
28

29

27

32
33
34

30
31

35
36

37

45

Terrain
38
39
40
41

4344

46
47
49

42

48
0

500

1000 mm

Ill. 123 Details
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Designing for DGNB criteria

Closed system

Ill. 124 Selected criterion ENV2.2: Rainwater is collected in the courtyard
to supply the greenhouse, the system closes when the tank is full.

The Danish DGNB certification was launched in 2012 and
consists of 40 criteria used for accessing a building design. For the development of the kindergarten building
design, we have used some of these criteria to help focus
the design process and access the quality of design solutions. The selected criteria are from the Environmental,
Economic, Social and Technical categories.
Environmental criteria
ENV1.1. LCA (Life Cycle Assessment)
The use of resources and environmental impact related
to the building’s construction, operation and demolition
is analysed for five potentials impacts, including global
warming and ozone layer depletion.
ENV2.1 Life Cycle Assessment, primary energy demand
and part renewable energy
Reduction of primary energy demand related to production of building materials and building operation in its
lifetime and to maximize the use of renewable energy.
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The energy demand is calculated and compared to a reference building.
ENV2.2 Consummation of drinking water and waste water
disposal
Minimize the use of drinking water used for toilets, cleaning and watering, and minimize the disposal of waste water to the sewage that can be utilized on site along with
rainwater.
ENV2.3 Effective area use
Includes as a consideration the use of green roofs and
establishing of green areas in relation to parking.
Economic criteria
ECO1.1 Life time expenses
Reduce the expenses for construction, maintenance and
replacement, supplies and cleaning by working with materials that have a long-expected life time and is easy to
access for replacement and easy to clean.

ECO2.1 Flexibility and adaptability
The opportunity to alter to building to accommodate
changed use is assessed. The economic success of the
building depends on it being used in the future and
which alterations the use requires. Access, installations,
geometry and construction should allow for a subdivision
of the building for multiple new users.
Social criteria
SOC1.1 Thermal comfort
To secure the user’s well-being within the building. Common risks are overheating and draft.
SOC1.2 Indoor air quality
Bad air quality leads to discomfort and affects the health
of the users. Ventilation capacity should be sufficient and
pollutions levels must be low. The certification of the
building cannot happen if the indoor air quality is poor.

Ill. 125 Selected criterion ENV2.2: Rainwater is collected to supply the
toilets with water for flushing, an overflow pipe leads the water away.

Ill. 126 Selected criterion SOC1.6: The outdoor areas promote social
interaction and releases stress on the indoor climate.

SOC1.3 Acoustic comfort
Rooms acoustics should be in accordance with the use
of the room, and reverberation time and background
noise reduced. A low noise level will make the building
more comfortable for the users and affect their health.
For open work spaces, extra points are given if absorbing
materials are placed on the ceilings and partitions.

SOC1.7 Safety and security
The feeling of safety is important for the users’ health.
The building and surroundings should be designed to reduce risks. Paths for walking/biking should be separated
from heavy traffic and parking should be well lit. Evacuation routes are assessed and materials used should not
cause toxic smoke in case of fire.

Techinical criteria

SOC2.1 Accessibility
The building and surrounding outdoor area should be accessible for everyone. If the minimum requirements from
the building regulation is not meet the building cannot
be certified. A kindergarten should not be fully open to
the public, however, the outdoor areas can be and the
building should be fully accessible for users with motor
function challenges.

TEC1.2 Noise conditions
The building design should work to minimize the amount
of noise travelling through the building. Noise travelling
through air between rooms are considered and noise
travelling through the construction, walls, floor etc. are
considered.

SOC1.4 Visual comfort
Natural daylight affect the physical and psychological
well-being of people. For spaces designed for long-term
use a sufficient amount of daylight is especially important
as well as a visual connection to the outside. The criterion
consider daylight, electric light, view and glare.
SOC1.6 Quality of outdoor areas
The outdoor area should provide as many users as possible a view and access to various outdoor environments
of high quality. The outdoor areas promote social interaction and the general acceptance of the building. The outdoor areas can also serve to improve the micro climate
and the surrounding neighborhood.

TEC1.1 Fire
The building should be secure in case of fire to prevent
harm to the users. As many of the users are children, the
demands for evacuation and escape routes are high. If
the minimum requirements from the building regulation
is not meet the building cannot be certified.

TEC1.3 Quality of building envelope
The reduction of energy demand and thermal comfort
require a building envelope of high quality. The U values,
thermal bridges, air tightness and air exhange rate is considered for the building components.
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Rain water strategy

The plan for the new kindergarten includes a rainwater
strategy for both toilet flushing and the irrigation system
in the greenhouse. Both strategies contribute positively
to reducing the total energy consumption for the building.
Rainwater strategy for toilets
For the kindergarten, the collection of rainwater for toilet
flushing is solved by the slope of the roof leading the water into the gutters that are located between two roof surfaces (see ill. 127). From here the water is led down into a
reservoir located above the suspended ceilings over the
toilets. The receiver is equipped with an overflow pipe
that lead the excess water to the ground by internal drainpipes in the envelope. The pressure for toilet flushing is
provided by gravity from the reservoir to the toilet.

Gutter collects rain water
Overflow pipe
Water reservoir

Rainwater strategy for the irrigation systems in greenhouse.
The rainwater that supply the greenhouse irrigation system is collected via the integrated gutters in the roof
which lead the water into an open reservoir inside the
courtyard. From the reservoir, the slope of the site is utilized to lead the water further down into a closed reservoir which is located below the greenhouse where the
water is manually pumped up for use. The idea of a manual pump system helps to teach the children about the
recycling of rainwater.

Toilet flush

Sewer drain
Ill. 127 Rainwater for toilet flushing
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Green roofs

The solution for some of the roof construction includes
icopals Eco Moos. The roof functions as a technical solution with focus on children's health and well-being, which
increases children's learning.
The roof purifies the air
NOx is one of the six environmentally harmful greenhouse gasses appointed by FN´s climate panel (IPCC)
which have influence on the whole eco system and peoples health. To clean the air of toxic materials from car
exhaust, a special roofing felt can be utilized. The Danish company Icopal have produced Icopal noxite which
cleans the air of toxic. A noxite roof neutralizes NOx particles which a normal petrol car releases while driving and
transforms it into nitrate.
By using these product the air is cleansed around the
kindergarten where children play and adults work. The
superior air quality reduces the risk of asthma, which has
influence on children’s health and well-being.
The kindergartens noxite roof will have an effective area
of 802 m2 that will reduce the amount of NOx particles
released by driving 53333 kilometers in an average car
(30 mg NOx/km) each year [Bredsdorff, M. and Kornum,
R., 2015].
To compare this with everyday life, a scenario for a family
with kids has been set up. If the family drives 2.5 kilometers more each way to deliver and pick up the children
at the kindergarten, the family could do this 2133 times
each year, or 29 families could do the same once everyday day for a year [Bredsdorff, M. and Kornum, R., 2015].
(See appendix 09)

The green roof is beneficial for the environment
By using Eco Moss actively in the roof design the roof will
fight air pollution actively and reduce the consequences
of increased precipitation due to climate change.
With a technical perspective the moss binds the pollution
particles and relieve the sewer system by releasing water
during heavy rain.
With the amount of Eco Moss on the kindergartens roof
the moss will over a year absorb 254 m3 water and will
lower the stress on the underground sewer system.
1

2

3
4

5

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

5 mm Icopal moss x 2
Roofing felt
70 mm insulation
Zinc valley gutter
Dryp edge
200 by 70 mm batten
Frame GLT
70 mm insulation
12 mm Rockfon board
120 by 350 mm batten
Vapor barrier
70 by 45 mm batten

6
7

12

8

9

0

500

11

1000 mm

10

Ill. 128 Detail green roofs
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Spatial detailing outdoor

Entrance

Drain grating

Concrete deck

Ill. 129 Entrance

The transition between the indoor programming and
the outdoor areas are important for the concept of the
design. The spatial detailing visualizations display how
the building relates to the different outdoor areas of the
site, and how these are used. The three outdoor spaces
displayed utilizes different materials and organizations to
promote their individual use.
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Ill. 130 Plan

The landscape slopes down towards the entrance, leading people in between the
volumes. The green circles guide the flow and creates a more pedestrian friendly
pace alongside the building. The green areas also work to handle rain water
falling on the concrete deck.

Tall grass

Sensory
Staff

Concrete deck

Tiles

Grass

Sensory
garden
Ill. 131 Sensory garden

Ill. 133 Green hillside

Ill. 132 Plan

Ill. 134 Plan

The courtyard garden is located between the sensory zone and the staff/entrance
area. The garden provides a range of sensory experiences: the sound of water
trickling from one pool to the next, the smell of various plants and the taste of
herbs. The window sills provide a recessed seating to observe.

South of the building the landscape slopes down towards the trees. From Sensory and Motion is it possible to go out on to the concrete deck and onto the grass
to enjoy an area without a fixed programming. The buildings overhang allows the
deck to be utilized all year to observe the seasonal changes.
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Spatial detailing indoor

Ill. 135 Exploratorium

Ill. 136 Plan

The indoor programming of the kindergarten focuses on
creating spaces in the children's scale. These spaces provide the children with a recessed zone where the can seek
intimacy or activities in smaller social groups, and turn focus towards themselves.
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One of the workshop in Sensory is the Exploratorium, where children can learn
about the world from experiments and models. They learn using their senses to
identify objects through sound, feeling, smell and taste . This workshop relates
mostly to non-visual learning and has no windows towards the outdoor areas.

Ill. 137 Exploratorium

Ill. 139 Introvert niche

Ill. 138 Plan

Ill. 140 Plan

One niche is located by the staff office and meeting room. The niche provides
a recess along the hallway where children can be close to the adults, but also in
their own zone which does not accommodate the height of an adult. The niche is
fitted with soft seating and a board for drawing.

This type of niche is located multiple places around the kindergarten and provide
an intimate zone that accommodates the size of one child. The hexagon pattern
of the recess is repeated in the acoustic panels and the furniture, which can also
be stored in the recess. The recess, furniture and panels work to absorb sound.
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Energy Frame BR2020

When designing to achieve an energy-optimized building, the energy requirements from the building regulation
2020 must be met. Through an iterative solution-oriented
design process, the building was optimized through architectural solutions.
An estimate was made of how much glass area it was possible to implement for daylight and view without exceeding a reasonable temperature. The glass area affects, in
addition to over temperature, also the heat loss, therefore it was chosen that the window area could represent
25% of the total floor area without challenging the energy
frame.
In the next step for achieving an energy-optimized building, it was necessary to have an envelope with a low transmission loss. The walls should therefore be made as thin
as possible to achieve a sufficient daylight factor while
complying with the insulation thickness requirements.
Through different solutions, a new and improved wall
structure with a U value of 0.09 W / mK and a thickness
of 500 mm was chosen. In addition to the technical characteristics of the wall, the relatively thick exterior wall is
actively used in the design as the furniture for the users.
Construction
Roof: U value 0,08 W/mK [Isover, 2017]
Foundation: U value 0,08 W/mK [Isover,2017]
Window: U value 0,8 W/mK [Isover, 2017]
Door: U value 0,8 W/mK [Energitjenesten, n.d.]
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To minimize the passive solar heat in summer, different
passive solutions were developed that would reduce the
temperature. An integrated overhang was assigned to
the large glass facades to the south where the remaining
windows are equipped with external sun shielding so the
heat is kept outside the building.
In order to reduce the temperature further, the intense
southwest wind is utilized for natural ventilation outside
the use of period. When using natural ventilation, energy
consumption for mechanical ventilation was reduced.
Through passive design initiative, the BR2020 requirements have been met. (See ill. 141). The total energy demand for the building is 24 kWh / m2 per year without use
of active solutions such as photovoltaic
Since the goal of the project was to comply with a zero
energy building, photovoltaics are used as an active integrated design solution. A hand calculation is made to
see the amount of photovoltaics are are needed (See appendix 08).
Photovoltaic calculation
The energy production needed to balance the 2020 energy frame of 25 kWh/m2 per year and thereby reach a
zero energy balance is calculated using both Be15 and
by hand.
In Be15 the slope of the panels, peak power kW/m2,
system efficiency, orientation and possible shade is taken into account. For our project we have panels towards

south west and north east, both at a 30 degree slope. The
results for producing the energy demand of the building
of 24 kWh/m2 per year is a total of 172 m2 panels with a
peak power of 0,105 kW/m2 and a system efficiency of
0,75. The panels are even divided between the two orientations.
The calculation by hand uses the module efficiency and
area of solar panels to calculate the peak power kW/m2.
The calculation adjusts then for system efficiency and
solar radiation intensity according to slope and orientation. The results for producing the energy demand of the
building of 24 kWh/m2 per year is a total of 244 m2 panels
with a peak power of 0,12 kW/m2 and a system efficiency
of 0,75. The panels are even divided between south west
and north east. (See appendix 08).
The difference between the two results can be found
in the expected performance depending on slope and
orientation. The hand calculation is based on older data
than Be15 and therefore the performance of each m2
photovoltaic is expected to be better today.

Key numbers, kWh/m2 year
Renovation class 2
Without supplement
138,4

Supplement for special conditions
0,0

Total energy frame
138,4

Total energy requirement

Renovation class 1
Without supplement
73,0

Supplement for special conditions
0,0

Total energy frame
73,0

Total energy requirement

Energy frame BR 2015
Without supplement
42,0

Supplement for special conditions
0,0

Total energy frame
42,0

Total energy requirement

Energy frame BR 2020
Without supplement
25,0

Supplement for special conditions
0,0

Total energy frame
25,0

Total energy requirement
Heat

19,5

EL. for operation of building

6,9

Excessive in rooms

0,0

Selected electricity requirements
Lighting
Heating of rooms
Heating of DHW
Heat pump
Ventilators
Pumps
Cooling
Total el. consumption

6,4
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
21,0

Room heating

18,9

Domistic hot water
Cooling

5,2
0,0

Heat loss from installations
Room heating

0,5

Domestic hot water

0,0

Output from special sources
Solar heat
Heat pump
Solar cells
Wind mills

0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

Ill. 141 Be15 key numbers
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Design process

This chapter present the process of developing and testing the design. The main adjustments for reaching the BR2020 energy frame is presented first simplified to a series
of steps. The reference works most utilized to direct the design is presented. The design process is devided into three themes: Workshops to test principles through models,
sketches and diagrams, Technical optimization using computer simulations and calculations, and Detailing, to test design solutions for the small scale.

Workshops

Technical optimization

Multiple concepts

Detailing

Final concept

Ill. 142 Design tools
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Designing for Energy Optimization
Reference:
BR2010

Reduce Energy Demand
73 kWh/m2 per year

The frame of reference for the project is the energy frame
from the danish building regulations from 2010 for institutions. The total energy supply needed for utilities cannot
exceed 71.3 kWh/m2 per year + 1650 kWh divided by the
heated floor area.

Ambition:
BR2020
		

25 kWh/m2 per year +
Zero Energy Balance

The ambition for the project is the energy frame for 2020
for institutions. The total energy supply needed for utilities connot exceed 25 kWh/m2 per year. In the following
we will demonstrate how the implementation of different
design solutions work to reduce the energy demand and
optimize the design in relation to sustainable architecture. The numbers are derived from Be15 for some of the
steps and illustrate how changes affect the design and
the relationship between the key numbers. It is our ambition to reach a zero energy balance by producing the
amount of energy needed for utilities.
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Ill. 143 Context

Ill. 144 Orientation and placement

The building is located on a hillside with open terrain on
three sides. Uphill to the north is a new neighbourhood
with single family houses. In the future trees and neighboring buildings will provide shade from the wind and
sun. Deciduous trees allow for the sunlight to reach the
building in winter, and provide shade to prevent overheating in summer. Wind can be utilised as natural ventilation if sufficient, however strongs winds in the open
terrain can lead to the experience of draft.

The building is located towards the western egde of the
site to form a barrier against the primary wind directions,
west and south west, and to create easy access from the
neighbourhood to the north. The building volume follows
the same lines as the surrounding residential buildings.
The parking area and outdoor playground are located
on the east side of the site where the building provides
shade from wind. By rotating the building mass 30 degress from the north/south axis, daylight can reach all facades during the day.

Ill. 145 Geometry

Ill. 146 Daylight

Ill. 147 Shade
≈ 78 kWh/m2/year

≈ 54 kWh/m2/year

Heat: ≈ 9 kWh/m2/year
Excessive in rooms: ≈ 60 kWh/m2/year
The building is divided into ten smaller units that are distributed around two courtyards. The organization allows
for a close connection to the surroundings and the utilization of daylight into the building mass as well as natural ventilation, limiting the need for electric lighting and
mechanical ventilation. The courtyards are sheltered from
the wind and can be used all year, limiting the stress on
the indoor environment from people spending all day
inside. The functions are distributed according to their
need for daylight, expected use period, noise levels and
access to the outdoors.

The two courtyards allows for daylight to reach into the
spaces and distribution areas located towards the center
of the building mass and provides a sheltered outdoor
environment that enables the users to spend time outdoor all year, benefitting from the natural daylight's qualities. To allow for optimal daylight conditions both curtain
walls and skylights are integrated in the design along with
various window sizes and sill heights.

To reduce the risk of overheating natural shading has
been considered when designing. Mechanical controlled
shading systems and mechanical ventilation to prevent
overheating affects the energy demand for operating the
building, therefore it is important to consider shading systems that does not require energy. The large curtain walls
are offset 1,5 meters into the building mass, so the roof
and external walls provide shade, mostly in summer when
the angle of the sun is high. The deciduous trees provide
shade in the summer, but allows for more sunlight on the
building in winter when the leaves fall.
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Optimize Design Solutions

Ill. 148 Green roofs

Some of the roofs are plantet with Ecoactive moss. The
moss retain rain water and thereby release stress on the
sewers, as the water evaporates or is released to the sewers with a time delay. As some of the water evaporates
from the moss it helps to cool the building. The moss
turns CO2 into oxygen and absorbs NOX particles. The
roofs are visible from the surrounding road and buildings,
as the kindergarten is located down hill, and the moss
roof works to prolong the green landscape.
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Ill. 149 Window properties

Ill. 150 Lighting

≈ 54 kWh/m2/year

≈ 49 kWh/m2/year

≈ 49 kWh/m2/year

≈ 48 kWh/m2/year

Heat: ≈ 15 kWh/m2/year
Excessive in rooms: ≈ 33 kWh/m2/year

Heat: ≈ 15 kWh/m2/year
Excessive in rooms: ≈ 27 kWh/m2/year

The transmission factor of the windows are a result of
their insulations properties. Using a high quality tree layer
thermo window lowers the transmission loss. The change
in energy demand is the result of using these windows
rather than a regular two layer window. Three layer windows also reduce noise, for example from trafic, much
more efficiently.

Lighting in the building is controlled by sensors to make
adjustments according to the amounth of natural daylight
and periods without users in the various zones. LED lighting is used throughout the building and uses less energy
then other alternatives.

Production for Energy Balance

Ill. 151 Natural ventilation

Natural ventilation is utilized, exploiding thermal bouyancy. The windows in the facade allows for cooler air to
enter the building, as the warm air inside rises and exits
throught the skylights creating a negative pressure drawing fresh air in. The courtyards provides a shelter to prevent strong winds from entering. Within the courtyards
the heat island effect results in warmer air, so the temperature difference between inside and outside is smaller
and natural ventilation can be utilized for a longer period
of the year. In very warm periods the strong winds from
the south west can be exploided to ventilate the building.

Ill. 152 Mechanical ventilation

Ill. 153 Photovoltaics

≈ 48 kWh/m2/year

≈ 24 kWh/m2/year

≈ 24 kWh/m2/year

0 kWh/m2/year

Heat: ≈ 16 kWh/m2/year
Excessive in rooms: ≈ 27 kWh/m2/year

Heat: ≈ 19 kWh/m2/year
Excessive in rooms: ≈ 0 kWh/m2/year

Mechanical ventilation is used to secure a regular air
change within the various zones in the building. When
the CO2 levels or temperature inside becomes to high
the ventilation draws fresh air in through a decentralized
systeme and heats it to the desired temperature. The systeme draws out air as well. This way fresh air is mixed to
the air in the room.

When the energy frame 2020 of 25 kWh/m2 per year is
reached, it is our ambition to reach a zero energy balance
by producing the last of the energy utilized in the operation of the building. Photovoltaics integrated in the roof
structure produce electricity from solar energy.
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Design Inspiration
Design focus:
-

Integrate the building into the landscape and
utilize the view for atmosphere

-

Create good working environment for staff

-

Create good learning and playing environment
for children in their scale and promote motion

-

Create proximity to nature by working with the
indoor/outdoor relation

In the progress of developing the design a series of inspirational photos where used as a common platform for
discussing potentials and challenges of design solutions.
The selected photos are those most relevant for the design process, however, a larger number of architectural
works and concepts have played a part in the design ideation.
For this project we have found inspiration in other educational buildings and institutions where indoor environment is in focus; kindergartens, schools and hospitals. For the atmosphere and use of materials we have
investigated architecture within a European and Nordic
context. We found that for the promotion of bodily activity, especially the asian countries incorporate this in their
architecture, making kindergartens into playscapes more
than a series of rooms. Their use of strong colours are not
seen in a similar way within the Nordic architecture, but
correlates with the universe of the children and their toys.

Ill. 154 Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk. The boundaries of
the room frame the view of the tree tops.

Ill. 155 Frederiksbjerg Skolen, Århus. The window sills become part of the
furniture of the room, creating intimate niches with great daylight.

Ill. 157 Tübingen School, Tübingen. The wardrobe is integrated in the
wall, skylight draws natural light into the space.

Ill. 156 King Solomon School, Tel Aviv. Recess and acoustic panels integrated in the wall.

Ill. 158 Ouchi, Saga Prefecture, Japan. The "Ouchi" - or House, is built
inside and serves as a playhouse in the children's scale.

The connection with the surrounding landscape have
been significant for the development of the design. The
idea that the children should spend as much time as
possible outdoor or in proximity to nature originates in
a large focus on health and knowledge about nature to
better the development of the children, both in relation
to their psysical and psychological development.
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Ill. 159 Modern Interpretation of Turf House, Iceland. The green roofs are
visible when arriving and the house prolongs the landscape.

Ill. 160 North London Hospice, London. The room is extended outside by
the balcony. The facade tile is used to frame the outdoor space.

Ill. 161 Zighizaghi, Favara, Italy. The multisensory garden uses plant's
taste and smell along with light and music and a dynamic landscape.

Ill. 164 Family Box, Qingdao, China. The elevated rooms leave spaces "in
between" where bodily activity in children's scale are promoted.

Ill. 162 White Block Gallery, Heiry Art Village, Korea. The ramp and stairs
are integrated and serves as a seating gallery.

Ill. 165 Tree Top Walking, Egeskov Slot. The pahtway allows visitors to
experience the forest from a new angle and test their balance.

Ill. 163 Waldorf School of Cape Cod, USA. A year round organic gardening program teaches the children about nature and food production.

Ill. 166 Ypenburg Family Houses, Holland. The facade and roof melts
together creating the illusion that each house is a block of one material.
Design process
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Workshop 1: Volumes
01

02

Ill. 167

Ill. 170

Design focus:
-

Integrate the building into the landscape and
utilize the view

-

Give identity to the area

-

Provide a transition/frame to the outdoor area

-

Create proximity to nature by working with the
indoor/outdoor relation

The workshop studies are conducted in 3D modelling
and principle sketches for the volumes.
The connection to the slope and the nature of the site is
a key focus for these studies. The studies are inspirered
by existing buildings, and form studies made as part of
the master and bachelor programme at A&D, and tests
how these concepts work in this context. The potentials
for utilizing the slope of the landscape and the buildings
relation to the landscape is investigated in sections.
The idea that the building mass should be divided or
shattered originates in the findings in the first chapters in
this report, that the various functions should relate specific to a part of the building. This division also works to
connect the building to the surroundings by allowing the
landscape to be draw in between these smaller unists,
and the potentials for utilizing daylight are optimised.

Ill. 168

The section made for volume no 02 and the section made
for volume no 03 work in a similar way with the relation
to the landscape. Two ground floor levels are introduced,
one uphill and one downhill, in between the courtyard
follow the natural slope of the landscape.
Volume no 04 combines the indivual volumes into one,
while still keeping clear their divisions, and shifting them
in the landscape to create a hierarchy.
Ill. 169 Building devided into four volumes connected with hallways
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Ill. 171 Building devided into four volumes with sloping roofs

03

04

05

Ill. 172

Ill. 175

Ill. 178

Ill. 173

Ill. 176

Ill. 179

Ill. 174 Two storey building, the volumes float together for an organic
expression

Ill. 177 A series of pitched roof volumes connect to a dense village-like
form

Ill. 180 A single storey building stretches from the high ground and
becomes two storey
Design process
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Workshop 2: Ramp and stairs
Two storey

Single storey

Ill. 181 Ramp to lower level prolonged with staircase to first floor

Ill. 184 Ramp to lower level combined with stairs

Ill. 182 Ramp to lower level prolonged with staircase to first floor

Ill. 185 Ramps to lower levels alongside stairs

Ill. 183 Ramp to lower level prolonged with staircase to first floor

Ill. 186 Ramp to lower level combined with stairs

Design focus:
-

Utilize the slope of the site

-

Create barrier free access throughout the
building

-

Use ramp as primary, central distribution

Barrier free access is important to consider when designing with focus on sustainability as it is a knock-out DGNB
criterion, meaning that the building cannot be certified if
the minimum requirements from the danish building regulation is not reached (p. 91, SOC2.1 Accessiblity).
Ramps and staircases (and an elevator in a two storey
building) should be integrated in the building design
early to prevent the creation of a barrier for people with
motor function challenges and to integrate the slope of
the landscape in the building design. Especially the ramp
should be considered as a central distribution that can be
utilized by all, rather then a secondary solution to fulfill
the DGNB critirion.
The first three skecthes are made for a two storey design,
where the ramp connect the two ground levels with a difference of about 1 metre, and is designed in relation to
the main staircase to the first floor. The concepts focus
on a continuous flow from the lower ground level, via the
ramp to the upper ground level (+ 1 meter) and then via
the staircase to the first floor. The continuous flow will
make the ramp a part of the natural flow for all users. The
elevator should be close to the staircase for users unable
to walk stairs. The last three skecthes are solutions for the
difference between the ground floors only (1 meter). Here
the same applies: the ramp and stairs needs to be connected to allow for the ramp to be part of the main flow.
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Workshop 3: Passive strategies
Design focus:
-

Comply with the BR15 2020 energy demands by
using passive strategies.

-

Comply with the BR15 2020 indoor environment
demands using hybrid ventilation.

Decentral ventilation
Windows with good U-value

Heat accumulating material

-

Ensure an average daylight factor of min. 2 %.

No thermal bridges

Vapor barrier
Sufficient wind screen

Central
agggregate

Sufficient insulation

it is important to implement strategic and technical solutions from the beginning to acheive a holistic design.
Early implementation of passive strategies through the
innovative thinking of form and concept increases the
possibilities for architecture to fulful the objectives of the
project.

Ill. 187 Building envelope

Ill. 188 Decentral ventilation

Ill. 189 Cross ventilation

Ill. 190 Thermal bouyancy

Cross ventilation

Thermal bouyancy

The illustrations display some of the aspects and strategies that needs to be considered when working with to
meet the requirements of the energy frame and the requirements for the indoor climate.
The research about passive and active strategies conducted from the beginning of the project along with the
design manual that eleborates important principles and
references for solutions, work as a catalogue for the design development. This enables working back and forward between solutions and the changes they affect to
develop the design.
Ill. 191 Overhang

Ill. 192 Overhang
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Workshop 4: Daylight and atmosphere
Facade windows

Skylights

Ill. 193 Vertical windows reaching the floor

Ill. 197 Vertical skylights, center placement

Ill. 194 Square windows in a row

Ill. 198 Square skylights, placement by wall

Ill. 195 Square windows, various sizes, shifted

Ill. 199 Square skylights, placement by wall

Ill. 196 Square windows, skifted

Ill. 200 Vertical skylights, shifted placement

Design focus:
-

Enable visual contact to outside

-

Function as furniture / recess for the users

-

Create good working environment for the users

The investigations of facade windows are made based on
the case study of Frederiksbjergskolen and general idea
about how windows should both provide daylight, but
also a visual connection to the outside and possibility for
recess.
During the design process, studies have been made that
focused on the use of natural daylight and the effects this
have on the atmosphere in the room.
The illustrations on this page show some of the physical
studies that have been conducted during the workshop.
These illustrations all work with direct sunlight either
through skylights or window openings in the facade, but
the atmospheric space in the room changes significantly.
Illustrations 193 to 196 all present a repeating pattern of
the window element. Ill. 193 allows for a visual connection
to the outside landscape for all users, ill. 94-195 have window sills that can be used as furniture, while ill. 196 only
are used for visual connection for both users.
The illustrations, which were found to be the most interesting part, were those that could be used for visual
connection to the outside areas as well as integrated
furniture for the children. In addition to the windows
functions, these solutions also gave the most appealing
atmosphere, while providing a comfortable indoor environment.
To provide a satisfactory indoor environment for the users
that allow for direct view and atmospheric effects, windows in the facade as well as skylights are combined.
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Technical optimization: Windows
Sill height 0,3m

Sill height 0,7m

Sill height 1,2m

Design focus
-

Enable visual contact to outside, 0,85 to 1,3
meters for children's level of sight, 1,6 to 1,9
meters for adult’s level of sight.

-

Function as furniture/recess for children, seat
height preferred 0,25-0,4 meters.

-

Provide sufficient daylight into the depth of the
room, daylight factor of 2 % average for the 		
room.

0,5m by 0,5m

0,75m by 0,75m

In addition to the previous section (daylight and atmosphere) it was decided to make an investigation into the
field of daylight. Therefore this catalogue containing a
variety of different square windows layouts was made.
The investigations for daylight through a window in the
façade are made for a room with a depth of five meters
and width of three meters. The tested windows have the
dimensions of a square with sides ranging from 0,5 to 1,5
meters. Based on the studies, it became possible to compare the different layouts with each other in relation to
daylight and indoor climate.
The catalog have been used as an active design tool in an
iterative process where the various window layouts have
been tested in Velux daylight visualizer for daylight factor.
Later in the process when the building is tested in Bsim,
parameters such as excesses heat will affect the design of
the windows. In relation to the excesses heat, the catalog
is an important tool to go back and make changes that
allow a certain amount of daylight while minimizing the
over temperature in the room.

1,0m by 1,0m

1,5m by 1,5m

Ill. 201 Daylight studies
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Technical optimization: Skylight
Principle sections

Plans: Daylight factor on floor

Design focus:
-

0,0m

Provide sufficient daylight into the depth of the
room, daylight factor of minimum 2 % average
for the room.

A

1,0m

The investigations of skylights are made as a supplement to the facade window studies to achieve a sufficient
amount of daylight into the depth of the rooms.
The skylights are located in the sloping roof at different
distances to the external wall, from 0,0 meters to 3,0 meters. Simulation A shows a daylight factor reaching the
floor of between 1,0 and 3,0 just by the external wall and
almost no daylight deeper into the room. This is very similar to the results from a large facade window at 1,2 meters
sill height, simulated on the previous page. Simulation B
shows that a window of 1.4 meters allow for a higher daylight factor and with a distance to the external wall allows
the daylight to reach half the depth of the room.
Simulation C and D shows that a greater distance from
the skylight in the roof and to the floor decreases the
amount of daylight reaching the floor. Simulation E shows
the effect of working with a twosided, central skylight. The
intake area is similar to two of B-C-D's. Here the daylight
reaches the deepest part of the room, where the facade
windows could not, with a daylight factor up to 4,0 and
a minimum of 1,0 in the majority of the room. In combination with facade windows the solution with a skylight
located close to the roof ridge provides sufficient daylight
throughout the space.

B

2,0m

C

3,0m

D

E
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Ill. 202 Skylight placement, section

Ill. 203 Daylight, floor plan

Technical optimization: Roof 1
Design focus:
-

Utilize the roof for photovoltaics

-

Work to reduce the amount of building
envelope

-

Create a ceiling height that relates to the users

-

Create good conditions for the use of skylights

0 degree roof
Smaller amount of envelope
Good high to the roof ridge
Bad angle for photovoltaics
larger direct sunlight into sky light windows

15 and 35 degree roof
Good angle for photovoltaics
Less direct sunlight into sky light windows

The principle sections of the building are made based on
the volume studies conducted, and their potentials and
challenges are investigated. The investigations are based
on the assumption that photovoltaics are integrated in
the roof structure, that the ceiling follows the roof structure, that the ventilation pipes are in the ceiling and that
skylight will be utilized to bring daylight into the rooms.
The horizontal roof hold the benefits that the building's
envelope is smaller, thereby having a good volume to
area ratio. The ventilation pipes are placed horizontal,
and the pipe lenghts can be utilized efficiently.

Larger amount of envelope
High to the roof ridge

30 and 30 degree roof
God angle for photovoltaics
Less direct sunlight into sky light windows
Acceptable pipe length for ventilation
Relate to the context

An asymmetrical roof is good for skylights, as the short
side can be oriented away from the solar path and reduce
the risk of glare, but provide a more defuse light.
The 30 degree roof is very utilized in the neighboring
area and is familiar for the users. The angle is good for
integrating photovoltaics and for collecting rain water.
For the design this holds the most potential and will be
investigated further.
The 45 degree roof has a large amount of building envelope and requires more pipe length for ventilation. However, the angle for photovoltaics is good.

Larger amount of envelope

45 and 45 degree roof
God angle for photovoltaics
Less direct sunlight into sky light windows
Unacceptable pipe length for ventilation
Bad high to the roof ridge
Larger amount of envelope

Ill. 204 Roof slopes
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Technical optimization: Ventilation
Design focus:
-

Ensure a design with a non-institutional look
and atmosphere.

Meeting room

Office
Common
office

WC
Break room

Comply with the Building regulations 2020
energy demands by using passive strategies.

Wardrobe

HC
WC
Counter

Technical room

Storage

WC

HC
WC

Communal area

Comply with the Be15 requirements for
mechanical ventilation.

WC

WC

Cleaning

-

Refuse

Wardrobe

Wash station

Cleaning

Workshop

WC

WC

WC

WC

Art workshop

Communal area

Common space

Exploratorium

Atelier

Kitchen

Storage

Common space
WC

Library

Pedagogical kitchen
Vegetables

Pedagogical kitchen
Baking

Cleaning WC

WC

WC

HC
WC

WC
Ball playing field

WC

Storage

WC WC

Trampoline

Storage
Technical room

Ball pit
Tarzan area
Green house

Race track

Ceiling height: 200 mm
Total deck height: 600 mm

The technical optimization related to ventilation have less
influence on the overall experience of the building but is
important to design for to achieve the energy demands
with integrated holistic solution.
Mechanical ventilation could be applied with different
systems. The investigations are made to get a better understanding of how they works and how the affect other
aspects of the design.

Ill. 205 Decentral aggregate above window

Ill. 207 Decentral aggregate plan solution

Meeting room

Office
Common
office

WC

Wardrobe

HC
WC

Break room

Technical room

Counter

Storage

WC

HC
WC

Communal area

WC

Cleaning

When using a mechanical central device the dimensions
of the ventilation pipes will affect the different rooms
ceiling height. In addition to the pipes dimensions the
central device will also affect the overall energy demand
negatively in relation to transmission loss related to the
length of the pipes.
The use of a decentralized ventilation system creates
greater freedom in relation to room heights. The decentralized system has also an advantage in relation to defect
compared to a central device.
The plans shows the principles for the distribution of exhaust and inlets, and for the central aggregate also the
pipe distribution.
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WC

WC

WC

WC

WC

Art workshop

Communal area

Common space
Atelier

Exploratorium
Kitchen

Storage

Common space

Library

WC
Pedagogical kitchen
Vegetables

Pedagogical kitchen
Baking

Cleaning WC
WC

WC

HC
WC

WC
Ball playing field

WC
Trampoline

Storage

WC WC

Technical room
Ball pit
Tarzan area
Green house

Race track

Ceiling height: 700 mm
Total deck height: 1100 mm

Ill. 206 Central aggregate, pipes in ceiling
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Refuse

Wardrobe

Wash station

Cleaning

Workshop

Ill. 208 Central aggregate, pipe distribution and lenghts

Storage

Technical optimization: Be15
Design focus:
Input change:

-

Reduce overheating

-

Reduce energy demand by exploiting solar 		
gains for heating

-

Working iterative between engineering and
architecture

Window area

Shading

Solar gains

Overheating

Be15 is used through the design proces to test and document the effects of the changes made in the design in
relation to the energy frame BR2020.
The design manual presents some of the consideration
that have been investigated in detail. Be15 along with
Bsim have been utilized to secure a good indoor climate
in the building. Especially overheating/excessive heat
and strategies to moderate it have been in focus when
designing. This page will demonstrate how we have
worked iterative using Be15 to develop the design and
to test new design solutions. Other tools used for this
process includes Velux Visualizer, hand sketches, Revit 3D
modelling and Bsim.

Ventilation

Heat

Energy demand

Ill. 210 Relationship between key output numbers (orange) and input
(green)

Ill. 212 Design before alterations to prevent overheating

Ill. 211 Design alteration, less window area

Ill. 213 Design alteration, overhang to provide shade
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Technical optimization: Roof 2
Design focus:
-

Reduce NOx particles.

-

Prolong the green landscape.

-

Photovoltaic as an integrated part of the roofs.

During the design process, studies have been made that
focused on the optimization of the roofs in relation to
green roofs and implementation of photovoltaic.
The illustrations on this page show some of the physical
model that has been investigated as part of the technical
optimization.
All the studies work with a combination of green roofs
to lower NOx particles and photovoltaic to secure a production of energy from active strategies to reach the zero
energy balance for the building. To reach the illusion of a
whole building the photovoltaic should be integrated in
the roofs structure consisting of Steni composite plates.
Illustration 214 and 218 present studies where the green
roofs and photovoltaics are distributed equally. This allows for a huge energy production and too much for the
kindergartens demands, while illustration 216 and 220
works with a distribution of 60/40 %.
Illustration 215, 219, 217 and 221 presents solutions where
the integrated part of photovoltaic are placed strategically in relation to efficiency. Illustration 221 works furthermore with green roof surfaces to prolong the green
landscape from the residential area. These illustration will
be further developed during the design.
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Ill. 214

Ill. 218

Ill. 215

Ill. 219

Ill. 216

Ill. 220

Ill. 217

Ill. 221

Detailing: Niches
Design focus:
-

Create recesses in children's scale

-

Integrate niches in the architecture

-

Accommodate introvert learning / needs for
intimacy and privacy

Ill. 222 Niche along hall way

Ill. 224 Niche, room in room

Ill. 223 Window sills

Ill. 225 Niche along hall way

When designing a kindergarten it is important to create
architecture that relates to the children's scale to optimize their use of the building. The niches provide a place
for the children to retreat and relax during the day as well
a more introvert space for off-days.
The niches should provide a feeling of safety and intimacy for the children. These studies investigate how niches
can be developed and integrated in the building design
partly as architecture and partly as furniture.
The illustrations show different solutions, some of which
also provide opportunity to challenges the buildings
acoustics.
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Detailing: Decentral ventilation
Design focus:
-

Integrate decentral ventilation in the walls

-

Enable placement where most needed

The use of a decentral ventilation system requires the integration of ventilation grates in the design of a room.
The grates are about a meter long and less than 10 cm
heigh. The grates should be placed around the room and
should be placed either above head height or at floor
level, and the risk of draft should be considered when
placing them.

Ill. 226 MicroVent M8 between windows and ceiling

Ill. 228 MicroVent M8 above one another

Ill. 227 MicroVent M8 located seperately from the windows

Ill. 229 MicroVent M8 located at variuous heights above windows

The first solution (ill. 226) is placing the grates just above
the largest windows underneat the ceiling. Here they follow the line created by the top of the windows and are
underlining the transition between wall and ceiling. This
will be utilized along with the implementation of grates
located seperately from the windows (ill. 227), but at the
same elevation.
The other suggestions result in some concern. Placing the
grates to close, on even directly above each other causes
an uneven distribution in the room, that may lead to draft
or the experience of an uneven temperature. Placing the
grates to low in the room, may result in the experience
of draft.
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Detailing: Gutters
Design focus:
-

Integration with roof

-

Create the idea that the building volume is a
solid block

-

Maintenance, cleaning and replacement

Outside solution
Easy to replace
Easy to clean
Does not occupy space in the envelope
Hide Assembly detail
Become eye catcher
Not integrated in building volume

Ill. 230 Gutter monted outside the volume

The placement of the gutters is a significant detail to the
design that affects the expression of the building.
While the placement outside the building envelope enables easy maintenance and cleaning, as well as very
easy replacement, it also besomes very significant for the
experience of the building. The horizontal line from the
gutters and the vertical lines from the pipes to the sewage are not integrated in the facade, and catches the eye.
They may even seem misplaced or disturb the pattern of
the facade panels.
The second solution is less visible from the ground, but
also more difficult to clean and maintain, as the gutter
and pipe are joined with the building envelope. The gutter covers the facade panels and the connection between
the roof and facade is broken.
The third solution utilizes a profile version of the facade
panels to cover the gutter in the roof - only a shaded line
will be visible. The idea that the building volume is a solid block in emphasized as the transition between facade
and roof are made without joints. This solution can also
be supported with a grating preventing leaves to enter
the gutters and thereby minimizing cleaning, while further emphaszing the continuance of the surface. This
solution will be presented in the final detail drawings.

Integrated solution close to the facade
Integrated in building envelope
Enable one building mass
Easier to replace
Allow assembly detail
Disallow assembly detail
Reduce of insolation in envelope

Ill. 231 Gutter integrated in the roof, the gutter covers the facade tiles

Integrated solution part 2
Integrated in building envelope
Enable one building mass
Allow assembly detail
Difficult to replace
Reduce of insolation in envelope

Ill. 232 Gutter integrated in the roof. The tiles fold down
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Detailing: Envelope materials
Design focus:
-

Create the idea that the building volume is a
solid block

-

Form a contrast to the surrounding
neighborhood

-

Utilize materials represented in modern and
traditionel nordic architecture

-

Ill. 233 Untreated wood horisontal cladding.

Ill. 236 Thermowood - Ash vertical cladding. Expected appearence after
a few years - darker/more grey in areas exposed to rain and/or splash.

Ill. 234 Steni facade panels. Expected appearance after a few years - as
new.

Ill. 237 Eco moss.

Ill. 235 Zinc vertical cladding

Ill. 238 Combination Steni and Thermo Ash.

LCA - focus on expected lifespan

The investigations of the envelope materials are made
based on the idea that they should be applicable to both
roof and facade to create the illusion that the building
mass is a solid block of one material. The materials selected are often used within the modern Nordic architecture
and form a contrast to the surrounding neighborhood
with residential buildings with brick or plastered facades.
The materials are displayed with their expected appearance after a few years in the Danish weather to give an
idea of their natural aging. The selected materials are all
a relatively thin layer installed as the outer layer of the
building envelope, and they require a similar underlaying
structure for installation and an underlaying vapor barrier.
The steni facade panels have an expected life span of 60
years, and a guaranteed life span of 40 years. The panels
are produced along with a photovoltaic solution that can
be integrated in the roof structure in the same way as the
panels. The eco moss absorbs rain water and cleanses the
air for particles. The thermo ash has a warm expression
and is utilized for the facades that open up to the landscape and surrounding green areas. The two combination
displayed are utilized for the design.

Ill. 239 Combination Steni and Eco moss
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Detailing: Envelope
Design focus:
-

Create the idea that the building volume is a
solid block

-

Optimize pattern

Ill. 240 Large tiles, match the window dimensions to create clear lines

The pattern of the first two relates to the traditional brick
work, where one stone overlaps two. This is also seen in
the residential neighborhood north of the site. The last
sketch displays a pattern with horizontal and vertical lines.

Ill. 241 Large tiles folding around the corner

The work focuses on the idea that the building is a solid block, in which windows, recessed facades and green
roofs are cut. To streghen this idea the pattern of the tiles
are continued around the corners using the same colour
nuance and the same horizontal lines. The tiles are assembled with a small overlap on both roof and facade.
On the first skecth the horizontal lines used, follow the
top and bottom of the windows, to minimize the cuts in
the tiles and to further underline the idea of the volume
being a solid. This will be utilized for the design.

Ill. 242 The facade tiles are narrow, located directly above one another
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Detailing: Modular elements
Design focus:
-

Sustainability through modular elements

-

Simplify construction

The design is revised to optimize the logic of the building
design. Using the same element multiple times in a design simplifies construction work and makes production
of each element cheaper and faster. This affects the overall sustainability of the building, especially in relation to
economic and environmental sustainability.
Ill. 243 The volumes are adjusted for the frames of 8 and 10 meters

Ill. 245 The volumes are adjusted to reduce to four different sizes

The first draft of the building concept included 11 volumes with individual dimensions. The first optimization
integrate the GL frames that is the main element in the
construction of both walls and roof. The volumes are adjusted to a span of either 8 metre or 10 metre located with
a distance of two metre (center to center). Thereby the
construction can be made using only these two frames,
rather than 11 different ones.
The volumes and then adjusted after the grid of two meter segments and adjusted in length, so the variations are
reduced to four building volumes. The more similarities
between the volumes, the more technical solutions, constuction details and construction elements can be repeated.

North facade
8 meter wide

South facades
10 meter wide

North facade
10 meter wide

Using the same roof slope for the volumes that span 8
metre and the volumes that span 10 metre provides the
opportunity to use the same curtain wall elements for
both. A total of four variations (counting left and right
mirroring) is applied in 13 places.
Ill. 244 The chains illustrate the introduced grid, with 500 mm walls
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Ill. 246 The curtain wall elements used for the variations are the same
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Conclusion

Introduction

Accessibility

Daylight

Kindergarten – potential for development is a master thesis project that seeks to solve the design of a kindergarten
architecture that promotes learning and development for
children.
The project accommodates the children’s needs by focusing on their scale and their point of view, and creates architecture that supports their development. The various spaces created each promote a certain activity through colours,
materials, programming that enable the children to “read”
the space.

The building is made accessible for all users arriving, with
a barrier free access leading to the entrance from both the
parking, from the path systems in the area and via a ramp
from the road. Inside, the building’s upper and lower level
are connected by a ramp in the common area to secure that
all users can move freely between the zones. The ramp is
designed as part of a staircase that can be utilized as seating for assembly in the common area. This makes the ramp
an integrated part of the building’s primary flow.

The experience of space is greatly affected by daylight,
and the daylight factor is vital for learning, user comfort
and health. The organization of functions within the building origins in their need for daylight, to optimize the conditions in the zones most used. Skylights are integrated to
draw daylight into the rooms to secure a sufficient daylight
factor and is utilized for natural ventilation. In the design of
the kindergarten daylight and the visual connection to the
outdoor have been considered parallel to create a good
atmosphere and comfort for the users.

Organization
The building is designed as a complex consisting of smaller
units, each with their own programming and identity. The
units are arranged after their expected daily use, need for
daylight, relation to nature and their need for proximity to
each other. The main activity spaces are located towards
the south to secure a sufficient amount of daylight and to
utilize the view of the landscape in relation to atmosphere.
The common area is located in the centre of the building
close to the outdoor areas and the entrance. The common
area is the main distribution zone, and the place for assembly of all users. The location and use enables a close relation to the buildings various units, visibility among users
and for parents arriving to pick up/drop of, and makes the
common area the heart of the building. The two linear flows
between the units are connected with a circular motion
leading around the courtyard, through the entrance, staff
area, sensory area, pedagogical kitchen and common area
back to the entrance. This enables a simple, logic flow in
the building, which promotes the children’s feeling of safety, as the zones are located along this path.
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Sustainability
The building is designed to fulfil the BR2020 energy frame
and produce energy from photovoltaics to reach a zero-energy balance to secure that the design is both environmental and economic sustainable. Through the integrated processes architectural and engineering tools are applied to
secure a holistic architectural design that accommodates
the needs of the users now and in the future. The design is
made with modular elements to optimise the overall sustainability of the building. Modular and repeated elements
are more environmental and economic sustainable in the
production, and have fewer requirements to the construction work, as assembly processes are repeated. The materials are chosen based on LCA criteria, related to production,
transportation and disposal. Sustainable, long lasting materials produced in Denmark or the Nordic countries have
a high LCA score.

Nature
The surrounding nature and the planned outdoor areas are
utilized as a theme for the children’s learning, to provide
them with knowledge about food production, nature in
general and natural resources all related to sustainability.
The relationship between the building and the outdoor areas enables the users to experience the seasonal changes
and to utilize the outdoor areas all year, this affects their
well-being and health. The playground and sensory garden
is planned in connection with the indoor functions, so activities can be moved outside, this will work to improve the
indoor climate.

Reflection

Design tools

DGNB criteria

At the Architecture & Design education at Aalborg University, working with tools from the engineering and the
architectural approach to designing is in focus, and the
integration of them the goal for the education. The tools
are used to test the design’s qualities and potentials, and
give the design a direction. In the methodology chapter,
we quote Knudstrup for her description of the intention
of the education: “... to focus upon the ability to integrate
knowledge from engineering and architecture in order to
solve the often very complicated problems connected to
the design of buildings.” [Knudstrup, p. 1, 2004]. In this
project, we have worked to solve the design of a kindergarten by integrating the methods from both fields, and
work back and forward between them. An example of this
could be the design of the windows – how does the size
of the window affect other parameters? – the potential for
view, the potential for solar gains, the risk of overheating,
facade expression, use of window sills, need for shading,
potential for ventilation. The connection between these
parameters are essential to investigate in order to apply
changes to improve the design on one or more parameters.

Through the design, we have worked with focus on some
of the Danish DGNB criteria as a tool to give the design a
direction. The criteria are used to detail design solutions.
The use of rain water in the design to limit fresh water use
is one. Rain water is collected from the roofs and gutters
to supply the toilet flushing. Here the room above the suspended ceilings are utilized for the water reservoir, where
gravity can provide pressure. Hereby the design is optimized, both by utilizing space that would otherwise not
be occupied, by utilizing a natural resource which cause
problems with overflow of sewers in peak periods, and by
supplementing pumps with gravity to reduce energy use.
This strategy could have been investigated further in relation to the seasonal changes; how the systems is secured
against frost, periods of very heavy or very little rain. The
detailing of the system to handle these changes would be
necessary to investigate the full potential.

Another approach to the process could be creating a design tree where all parameters of the design is displayed
and elaborated. Their properties and the connection between these parameters are investigated. The design tree
functions as a catalogue of opportunities for the design,
and makes it possible to access changes across all parameters. While this approach enables investigations of the
design development on a more detailed level, it is also a
very time consuming process which requires discipline to
control and communicate.

time to be included in new constructions. The up-cycling
process greatly affect the economic and environmental
sustainability of the new construction.
Skylight
The implementation of skylights to secure a sufficient daylight factor in the building could have been investigated
further to optimize the solutions. The distance between
the skylights and the users causes a loss of effect. Investigations to optimise the use of daylight could include
reflective surfaces, orientation and area. The use of reflective panels could be combined with acoustic panels to improve room acoustics, and could function as an aesthetic
element in the room, providing a unique identity.

Sustainability
In the project, we work mainly with environmental and
social sustainability considerations. The considerations
for economic sustainability implemented in the project
relates only to the energy use of the building, and the
reduction of production and assembly costs through the
use of modular elements. By working more in detail with
all three aspects, the design would become more holistic,
as they would work further as a drive for the design and
provide direction. The investigation of the use of modular elements could have included a study of the use of
pre-fabricated elements to further reduce construction
and production costs. Another consideration could be
the reuse of the designed elements after the buildings life
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Appendix 01: Air change
AIR CHANGE RATE (OLF)

AIR CHANGE RATE (CO2)

The expression there are used to calculate the
necessary air flow supply for (OLF) is seen
below:

The calculation is made with the
following pollution loads:

The air quality is determined on the background
of the DP to a value of c = 1.4 dp.

Expression description:

c = c! + 10

q
V!

Air pollution in cities: 𝑐𝑐! = 0.05 dp

olf
∙ 44 m! = 12,4
m!

. 𝑞𝑞 = is the pollution load in olf

. 𝑉𝑉! = is the necessary air flow supply in (l/s)

The necessary airflow supply can now be
calculated:

10
= 91,85
V!
The air change rate for the multifunctional room is calculated:
1,4 dp = 0.05 dp + 10

𝑛𝑛 =

91,85 ∙ 3600 𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉! ∙ 3600 𝑠𝑠
=
= 1,58 ℎ!!
1000 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝑉𝑉!"# 1000 𝑙𝑙 ∙ 44𝑚𝑚! ∙ 4,75

Kindergarten
Multifunctional room
Break room
Staff toilet
HC toilet
Meeting room
Single office
Quiet room

Air change n ℎ!!
1,58
2,72
5,33
3,9
2,8
1,49
2,7

Toilet + depot
Outdoor toilet
Outdoor toilet 2

4,6
4,14
4,10

Motion
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𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃

𝑞𝑞

. c = is the experienced air quality in dp

𝑐𝑐! = is the experienced air quality of the outdoor
air in dp

Calculation for the pollution load:
q = 3,6 olf + 0.2

1 person = 1,2 olf
Building materials, furniture etc. = 0.2 olf per m!
The atmospheric comfort class DP= 20%

2,25

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
n=

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

q

V ∙ (Cinde − Cude )

Appendix 02: Night flashing
To secure a good indoor climate for the users in the
beginning of a use period - often in the mornings, it is
necessary to ventilate during the warm nights at summer
and during the weekends. This can be done using natural
ventilation to flash the thermal mass with cooler air from
the outside.
A condition for using natural ventilation is that the windows can open automatic and that they do not cause a
risk for burglary. In this design we have worked with two
types of windows that can ventilate automatic outside the
normal use periods. Note that the same system can be
used for smoke venting to prevent smoke inhalation in
case of fire.
Principle one: High located windows in the end walls allow cold air to enter the room and flash the thermal mass,
thereby lowering the temperature. The windows tilt in
- and downwards to direct the air stream down into the
room. The opening area of the window cannot exceed
200 mm to prevent the risk of burglery, and for the same
reason the window is located above head height.

Plan, thermal flashing

Principle two: the skylight windows tilt upwards to let
warm air out of the building when it is released by the
thermal mass. The angle of the window when tilted should
be less than horizontal, so rain falling can travel of the
glass and not into the construction or into the building.
A rain sensor closes the windows when rain is detected.
The plan presents the zones that can utilize these principles for natural ventilation, either through a high located
window in the facade or through the skylights.

Section thermal flashing/cooling

Section facade window

Section skylight
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Appendix 03: BSim input
BSim Tsbi5 is used to simulate the indoor climate conditions for the Sensory area of the building.
The calculated air change (see appendix 1), the people
load schedule and the activity level are the input data for
the simulation along with the building envelope (Construction details page 89). The 3D model of the room is
simplified with two adjoining heated spaces: the multiroom and the kitchen area. While the sensory area is in
open connection to these, for the simulations, in the 3D
model it is closed. The external overhangs are input as
seperate buildings, shading the sensory area. The ceiling
height is made with the average height of the room instead of a pitched roof.
The results of the simulation presented on page 87 are
for the use period. The strategy for securing a good indoor environment in the non-use period is presented in
appendix 02.

People load:		

30

People load schedule:
Monday - Thursday:
Friday:			

hour 8 to hour 18 (7:00 - 17:00)
hour 8 to hour 17 (7:00 - 16:00)

Day profile:		
			
			

100 % hour 8 to hour 12
10 % hour 12-14
100 % hour 14-18

Not in use:		
Evening - nights
			Weekends
			Holidays
BSim help file data
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3D model simplified room

Appendix 04: Be15 Key numbers

BR2020 Energy Frame

Zero Energy Building
Appendix
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Appendix 05: Acoustics
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Appendix 06: Load calculations
The load on the construction is calculated to dimension
the GL frames (see page 85 and 89 for construction details). The load is calculated for self weight and for wind
loads.

Loads on structure:
wind and construction elements
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Appendix 07: Daylight

Spring equinox Summer solstice
20. mar
21. june
5.000 lux
10.000 lux
Mar Apr

May Jun

Spring
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Jul

Fall equinox
22. sep
5.000 lux

Winter solstice
21./22. Dec
2.000 lux

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Summer

Fall

Feb

Winter

Appendix 08: Photovoltaics
Energy frame 2020 24,0 kWh/m2 per year
Energy production from photovoltaic SouthWest:
A: Total area of photovoltaic with 30 degrees = 122 m2
B: Photovoltaic efficiency standard monocrystalline =12 %
C: Effect in high sun A ∙ B/100 = 14,64 kWpeak
D: Standing free or integrated = 0,75
E: Solar radiation intensity 30%, SouthWest =1050 kWh/m2
Annual yield to grid: C ∙ D ∙ E
E!"#$#%#&$'() = 14,64 kWpeak ∙ 0,75 ∙ 1050 kWh/m!
⇓
E!"#$#%#&$'() = 11990, 16 kWh/year

Energy production from photovoltaic NorthWest:
A: Total area of photovoltaic with 30 degrees = 122 m2
B: Photovoltaic efficiency standard monocrystalline =12 %
C: Effect in high sun A ∙ B/100 = 14,64 kWpeak
D: Standing free or integrated = 0,75
E: Solar radiation intensity 30%, SouthWest =1001 kWh/m2
Annual yield to grid: C ∙ D ∙ E
E!"#$#%#&$'() = 14,64 kWpeak ∙ 0,75 ∙ 1001 kWh/m!
⇓
E!"#$#%#&$'() = 10990,98 kWh/year

Total production: 11990,16 kWh/year + 10990,98 kWh/year = 22981 kWh/year
Needed production: 22920 kWh/year
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Appendix 09: Eco moss

Eco Moss calculation
1𝑚𝑚! Absorb 0.317 𝑚𝑚! pr. Year

0.317 𝑚𝑚! ∙ 802 𝑚𝑚! = 254.23 pr. Year
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝒙𝒙 Calculation

1m! = 0.002 kg pr. year

0.002 kg ∙ 802 m! = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟔𝟔 𝐤𝐤𝐤𝐤 𝐩𝐩𝐩𝐩. 𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲
Calculation for an average car

1.6
= 53333 km
0.00003
⇓

53333 km
= 10666.6 km
5 km

⇓

10666.6 km
= 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜𝐜
365 days
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Appendix 10: Fire plan

Fire evacuation plan
The fire evacuation stategy is made for category 6, which
includes kindergartens. The assumption is that the users
cannot necessarily evacuate themselves in case of fire.
The demands for the building design include a maximum
distance of 25 meters to a fire escape. Each building volume is perceived as a fire section where the classification
of the interior walls is EI 60 - the walls must sustain fire,
gass and heat for at least 60 minutes.
The kindergartens exterior walls are classified as REI 60
and must carry the load of the building in case of fire for
at least 60 minutes. The escape routes are designed with
a width of 1,5 m (minimum width 1.3 m).
The escape route should lead the users from the fire section to the emergency exits unhindered, but accompanied with a pedagogue. An detailed evacuation guide
and education of the staff should be developed to optimize the possibility for evacaution [Bygningsreglement
et, 2012].
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Appendix 11: Mikrovent
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